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do ,tributors to This Issue

.
f
JOHN GOULD FLETcHER/com ines 4th creative and criti~al literary genius. "On Mesa
Verde" represents the ustained excellence 'of his poetic treatment d significant
themes. As a compan on piece to his "Indian Song," which app red in THE
P' QUARTERLY for Februa
,'84, it belongs to the finest verse which t
Southwest
1 has given to American literature. "The. Man Beneath the Mountain,! a memorial
poem by Mr. Fletcher' to D. ~. Lawrence, was publis~ed in the Phi eta Kappa
t magazine, Ame1'ic1m ~cholar, in December, 1984. The forthcomin number of
1The We~tininster ReviJ3w, Oglethorpe University, Georgia, will contalin a critical
essay by him upon modern Seuthern poets.

t

t

I

•

T1E ECOf"0MIC ASPECTS OFI SOUTHWESTERN REGIONALISM.
"It ,fould be interesting to know bow much money from outside h
j in the Cotswolds, partly to preserve the unique charm of their dom
I ture."-J. B. Priestly, E'II.OliBh Jou:rneg. l'
I E'II.gliBh Jounte1l has a chap~ "To the Cotswolds" which frames
n economic
scene like the New Mexican, where village, farm~tead, manor, ~ built y hand and
. !
barrow, furnished by spindle and looD;l., lie next to the iron foundry. nd machine
I shop., Is the answer one"~uggested by Priestly? "It may be necess·
to oonisb
L
f from these hills thl1''mmer
realities of our economic life, to make t artificially
~., secure in its fairy
e of grey old stones and misty valleys • •. Ther will remain
a' countryside that '11 be able to give both body and spirit a holida •••" Mr.
Dudley Wynn, exc nge instructor, 1984-1935, in the Unfversity of ew Mexico
1
f
from New York uJtiversity, draws inconsistencies and presents
rriatives for
Dr. J. D. Clark, Ui iversity of New Mexico, and Mr. Philip Steve on, novelist
and playwright, of anta Fe, to a n s w e r . '
i
"New Mexico Mus 'Come Back' ~rough scientifi,c management," replies Dr.
Clark, -professor 0 Chemistry.
"Machines and sci ce must be part of another and larger reform,' replies Mr.
Stevenson.

I

'I..

1

I

EDNA SIMPSON holds a master's degree in English from Northweste
She has done gradbate work also at the University of 111inois: She
in New Mexico ~Ching extension work at Roy under the supervisio
Mexico Normal U ,'versity and the FERA.
•
s .

.

University.
at present
of the New

,

WI'M'ER BYNNER, GEORGE ST. CLAIR, NORMAN MACLEOD, IRENE FISHER are outhwestE!rn
poets whose names are familiar to readers of THE QUARTERLY. B ner, wbose
, home is in Santa fe, is at present in Mexico. Dr. St. Clair is heac;1 0 the English
'. Department at thi University in Albuquerque, from which Macleod s a graduate
• and one-time assiikant in English. Miss Fisher is a member of the Jrl'ribune staff
in Albuquerque. New poets to THE QUARTERLY pages are Norwyn Filson, Tuba
City, Arizona, Athena Moore, Albuquerque, New ,Mexico, Lloyd, rankenberg,
Provincetown, Masaachusetts,
editor of the Provi'II.Cetown Magazine.
.
,

.
SARAH CROXTON lives in Klamath Falls,

.

Oregon.

in TM

She has published

Southern Litera1 Review and THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY.
SIDNEY SNOOK has done newspaper work in Paducah, Kentucky.
is Rosiclare, l11inoi;•

H;r

home
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On Mesa Verde
(To I. S. C.)

By

JOHN GOULD
FLETCHER
.
.

I.

.

Is there a ':spot on earth,
Where time is not?
Naught but:theweathering of the sun
:rocks?
Across the
:
1
And the winds going
Like far..offechOes of an ocean storm
Through th~ old pinon branches
Dense as dark jade against these yellow cliffs?
Here is the place
Where canyons fill with heat;
'And the blue waste
Smoulders like turquoise under a sun-washed sky;
Intense and deep,
.
Holding ea~th still in its flight,
Winter on winter, month on month the same,
.,
Till centuries pass,
Monotonous beads suspended in one clear pool of flame.
II.

The wind, like old remote
Moanings of far-off seas,
Blows through the trees by day;
One does not see the wind:One Qnly hears its cry,
And after, endless silence
Surges back to tell
The wind that it must die.'
[3]
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Amid the jade-green jungle ..
Monotonously rocking, moaning to and fro,
The dead tree stands; its jagged frozen antlers
Thrust out, bone-white, unheedful of the trees .Swaying their fronded tbps
Luxuriously before the Wind.
~
The eery, whimpering cry
"i
That the live trees make
Breathes round but does not penetrate the dead tree's
paralyzed heart;
Dry coral in a sea of undulating tone.
0>

111.
The quarter-centuries drop,
Grains from a 'full ear of corn;
The world is made ,younger,
Man has mote things-to"
. say: ·
. There was one who once came here,
Not knowing how to hold his future,
He is long gone now,
The world would not walk his way.
,

i

'

,

Speeding, the age has pierced
Even his ultimate silence;
B,ut the pines and the junipers keep
-,....
Their bodiless drifts of low tone, .
•
That he heard as the dirge of a Viking,
A violin-sweep from the heart of the world;
Could he sing it? There was none there to listen
Now he comes, but to claim back his own.~

I
,

.

.,
A

I
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,pN MESA VERDE

IV.
The purple Durango summits to the east,
The purple aulk"of Ute Peak west by south;
Between the~e two
The feathery carpet of green is still outspread.
Slashed at its southern edge
With wandering soundless canyons, sandstone-rimmed;
Like rivers licki~g up
The table-land of silence.
Q

Where the heart, free and 'high,
Looks out to south and se~s in ashen wastes,
'In a great ocean of mirages, grey, remote,
A ship that beats against the far blue ledge

a

Of the table-land; ghostly ship of stone
Blown through the ocean of. desert, cruising far;
I think its fre~ghtage must have been men's hopes
When life burned hotly here, in centuries forgot.

v..
The sunset's, hour has passed,
Scrawling its fading colour words across a turquoise
sky;
The moon keeps state
Above the Mesa Verde.
The crickets drone
,p
Across the moon their long-held fiddle notes;
The news of night
Breathes in the balsam scent of thick, unalterable, trees.
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Under the cl ff
The city sta ds, upbuilded once, now lost;
And ages pa s,
1.
'
The flapping of a bat's wings through blue space. "
Moon, long ago :
You moulded men like metal in your hands;
Copper and bronze,
Builder on cliff and coiler of the bowl; 1
b

-. All is run out <
Like snake-trails over the rock;
I think. YrU cheat. men, moon.
D'eath IS he only peace.

"

.

Moon like grey as'h
And coyote yapping in the night;
Weare hot coppery sparks
Blown out across blue 'space;
As the moon keeps
Above the Mesa Verde its solemn state,
Circle or bow,
Where the -ghost;canyons into darkness go.

J

)
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. The So~th~estern Regional Straddle
\

By DUDLEY WYNN
"
.

. ,r

for the first time" into New Mexieo from the
industrial East,: the stranger will undoubtedly share
the enthusiasm of Southwestern people for the Southwest.
He will see, and ultimately will become fascinated by, -the
beauty and the strangeness of the land and the people.
After he has been to, Santa Fe, has seen autumn sunset on
the- western bluff of the Sandia Mountains, has seen rainclouds darken the blue over red-walled mesas, has seen.
Acoma and Tome and the Corn Dance at Santo Domingo
-he will be moved to exclaim that here in' the Southwest
is what the rest of America 'has been looking for: freedom.'from the standardization, industrialism, and weary sophistication of the more populous sections of the country. On
. second thought, how:ever, he will temper enthusiasm by
calm observation; that is, he will begin to consider the Anglo
in A.lbuquerque as well as 'the Spaniard in remote- villages .
or the Indian in pueblos. And then he will know immediately, almost instinctively, that th~ three elements have not
fused.
Anglo culture in the Southwest is just as it is everywhere. Indian dances and Spinish fiestas are strange wonders-and valuable, because they attract tourists. But as
far as the newcomer ~ can see, the ordinary Anglo is' little
more civilized, less blaitant, or less confident of his own noisy
progress because of hls contact with the two more gracious
cultures. If the :stra~ger use his experience of the Southwest as a basis for ,generalizing, he will probably arrive at
some such conclusion as this: '''Wherever the Anglo goes he
takes his machines and his standardization with him; and
he i~ everywhere abundantly, .overwhelmingly triumphant.
No beauty, no t>ictur~squeness: and no other 'way of life,
today seem able to st~nd against this triumphant levelling,

C

OMING

.

[7]
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I

this triumph$t spread of purchasable pleasures' and com-·
forts which $0 often plunge mind, and soul
, into oth."
Whether or not the truth contained in this reftectio is a
totally sad or deplorable one is, for out present purpos' , not
important. The point is that 'the truth of this reft tion,
tile undeniabl~ fact of this levelIing, makes one belley, thllt
the best that rcan be dorie for the Indian and Spanisr element in NewlMexican life is to give them, 1;>efore th are
,totally destroyed, some kind of protected isolation, here
they may be studied by antiquarians and diJIletantes. They
have little rel,evance for life today, as life is going-a least
no lllore relevance o~ significance than any other a cien~
civilization. ,J
,..
Now, the ordinary person in the Southwest"-can e forgiven his uncritical ~nthusiasm for the Southwest, b ause
the oEdinary person iin any section of our country,. ould
prize highly fhe treasure 'of uniqueness that the Sou west
possesses. Not to be so easily forgiven are those w iters,
artists, and critics who remain content to luxuriate' this
uniqueness without ever facing the problem of the r lation
between these strange ways of life and life as it g es on
•
elsewhere. The Regionalists of the Southwest--the 'iters,
critics, artists, all w~o us~ the Spanish and Indian c ltufes
as material tor their art or their criticism......:..can j~,~ly be
<;harged with a futile romanticism which grows mor ' futile
every day. Five to ten years ago, when merely to p actice
an art or to ,profess an interest in anything artist~c as to
defy Babbitt and Mammon and announce to the worl 'one's
,intellectual stand, the 'program of the Regionalists w more
ot.-Iess, defined for them. 'But 'now, wnat the Southw~ st has
to offer is I1retty generally known; the, material h s been
mined and classified.. and presented to the world. It· snow
time for intrrpretation. Southwestern Regionalism, is. not,
I believe, assuming this task of interpretation. Perh ps the
first step in the task will have to be finding some hoI, in the
Anglo armor where.-a concept of non-:-utilitarian val es can
"

t;

I
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get in. But Southwestern Regionalists seem hardly to be
aware yet of-the Anglo's ways, of the tremendous gap, for
example, between Spflnish an4, Indian hand-craftiness (to
borrow a term from Mary Austin) and the American contempt for such 'slowness and precision. In short, Southwestern Regionalism ha~ no social program, and thIs means that
it has no program for' maintaining or preserving the values
it prof~sses to admire~ Furthermore, it has no program for
encouraging the acceptance of these values. Worse $till, it
has not even considered whether or not the values it admires
can possibly be integrated ,into the prevailing Anglo culture. Since the death of Mrs. Mary Austin, there is no
strong, assured voice! (that 'this writer knows of) to interpret, or to encourage the acceptance of, the values that inhere in the two pre-4,nglo cultures of New Mexico. Mrs.
Austin was keenly.aware of what'our Anglo ~ulture needed
and of what contribution Spaniard and Indian-Spaniard
and Indian of present-day
Mexico, as well as of New MexI
ico---could make; but she seems to have left no articulate
disciples. True, there are numerous writers who can portray the beauty of the, Indian dance or Spanish folkways, or
the romantic glory of that era of ruggedest individualism,
i the era of the cowboy-but there is no one who ~an quite
r-eonvince us of the· rel~vance of these .beautiesand glories to
lour present.:.day life. Every regional movement that has
i flourished in America has lived on the conviction that the
I uniqueness of its region offered some artistic or cultural
lesson for the rest of the country. A vigorous regionalism
is very much concerned with' interpreting itself to the rest
of the co.untry and 'jVith asserting its peculia"r values as
values worthy of acceptance by the rest of the country.
This lack of interpretation, this lack of a program, this un-'
concern for making i~s own values prevail are the measure
of the failure of Regionalism in the Southwest. And ail
these failures, perhaps, are- due to one thing: not enough
concern for the Anglo culture.

'j

"
.!
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For"many years it has ~een the cry of our c.ritics that
- the culture prevailing in the United States since, let U,' say,
1860, is a way of life hostile to art and thought. Even jorse,.
it is a way of life hostile to the slow growth of rich fol ' ays
and folkart which have tlreir finest flowering in grea~ conscious _art and in men of genius. Despite all the vigoJ that
life in the United States has manifested from the begi' ing,
almost all critics today are willing to concede that, cult rally
and spiritually, it is among the very least satisfying w ys of
. life. Perhaps the most distressing single element in
culture is the low level of taste ptevailing in matters litt:rary
and artistic-in short, our extreme vulgarity. Our clllture"
has achieved with amazing consistency thrOUgh~t allphases !>f our national me what Van Wyck Brooks has, ailed
"the apotheosis of the low-brow." Our pioneer h "tage,
the vast~e~s of our lan~ an'd the spa~seness of poputti~n,
the necessIty of our settIng. our land In order. before egJnning to live in it-all of these excuses may explain, bu they
do not console" And to say that the dissatisfaction 'f our
highbrows is only the disease of sophistication is not
rid
them of the disease. After all, the' dissatisfaction is
general and too wide-spread to be charged solely to person idiosyncracies; it piagues too many types of great mind, -th~
Liberal mind, as in John Dewey, or the Conservative mind,
as in Irvin Babbitt, or the Poetic mind as in George anta-·
yana. Truly, the dream of Whitntan-'the dream of a trong
race, building and singing, releasing the individual to the
highest self-expression man had yet attained-'has turned
out to be a nightmare.
. , J,
What to do with this Anglo culture-on a broad scale,
within the last two or three ,decades it has be~ome aq, estion
of what to do with the culture of Western Europe: is the
great question today. It is not solely an economic qu lStion;
the problem is not only that there is injustice an blind
stupidity in our economy; the greater problem for th' critic
and the literary man is that 'Qur culture seems to h ve lost

0'f

I

.1
i
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Its grip on its sustaining idea, seems to be capable of breed-

ing, in the sensitive artistic mind, only a bleak disenchantment, and in the philos~phical and critical mirid, only confusion and bewilderment. Even in the popular mind are
weariness and fright. The problem is hardly less pressing
in Santa Fe and Albuquerque than in Dubuque, or Cleveland,
or New York. But one is tempted to say that' there is less
consideration of this problem in the Southwest'than in other
sections of theUnit~d States that have not such colorful
resources to turn to in an attempt to forget the problem.
What to do with Middletown-how to give life again
to the inhabitants· of Middletown. That is the question.
There are,· I believe, two movements in the United States
today which. frankly face this question. The first is Communism. On its political side, Communism is a crude enough
thing, and yet it has an overwhelmingly consistent logic.
If one stands for the right of the middle class, in the French
Revolution, to wrest power from its tyrants (and that without any consideration of the graces bestowed upon life by
the tyrants), then one must ~t least tolerate the claim of the
proletariat to t:tte right to wrest power from its tyrants.
Once the lid is takea off authority, you have to admit the
right of everybody ~o get out who can get out. ' The line
from Luther's revolt! to the middle class revolt to the proletarian revolt is· as straight (logical) a line as there is in
history. Those who have learned to tolerate the American
and French Revolutions because they lie comfortably in the
'.
,past, but who shudder at the idea of collectivism because it
is grounded in a "sordid materialism"-those persons have
simply forgotten Voltaire, Diderot, Coridillac, Tom Paine, .
William Godwin, and even the poet Shelley. Everything we
have called "advance" since the Renaissance has been the
work of "sordid materialists"; in this respect, Communism
,has a quite respecta~le ancestry. The "menace" of Coml

1.

Middletown is Anyto-,n.

by Robert S. and Helen M.

L~nd

See Middletown: A Study in CO'TItemporary
(New York. 192!l).

Cu~ture,

$
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munism is not the menace of a few underfed, overe ited
misfits; the "menace" of Communism is the menace !f an
extremely logical development working itself out to a I ~ .cal
end. On its political side, Communis'm must not· be u derI

t.

estimated~

On the literary and critical side, Communism i the
United States is perhaps more vigorous than on its po'·tical
side. Among an increasing number of critics, the Co . I un- ~
istic divining-rod and measuring-stick are being used more
and more.' To nam'e only two examples, within the lasti' hree
years two works on American literature -have appear d, by
V. F. Calverton and Granville
Hicks. In these wor ' , all
,
literature is more or less judged by the criterion
- of w, ether
or not it contributes to social amelioration, that is, wether
or not it recognizes the class struggle in America an furthers the ultimate victory of the submerged. Mo and
mo~e critics, not all of them definitely aligned with p 'litica!
Communism, have accepted the Communist tenet tt:tJIt the
literary and artistic problem is at bottom only a soc' I and
economic problem. "Is culture stagnant, tqinking futile,
and art a courtezan to ill-got wealth ? Well, then, so ve the
economic problem. And as long as that problem is' I solved
any work that does not contribute to its solution i nathema." So work the minds of many critIcs, causin I many
other critics to'tear their hair, so violent 'a. misappre I ension
of art it is. But whatever our opinion of this rule-of thumb
criticism, it must be admitted that the outright Cdm unists
and their Liberal sympathizers are aware of one tr h that
Regionalists have always insisted upon even when th y have '
not acted upon it: that a culture is rooted in econo ic and
social conditions; it is a whole way of life and not ad embellishment paid for out of surplus earnings and prov ded ,by.European musicians and American authors expatt~ ted in
Paris. Communists have looked upon the America ~~ scene.
The cure, they say, for the cultural apathy is to ge rid of .
the apathy
. of belief concerning the fundamentalS10f eco~

I

\

.
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\1

nomic and social. organization. Theirs is a program that
goes deeply and meets the modern -issue squarely.
At the very Jopposite pole from the Communist movement is Southern Regionalism, or Agrarianism. Agrarianism-'is an integrated Conservative movement which is thoroughiy cognizant' of the cultural decadence wrought by
industrialism and the concept of progress. The Agrarians
hope to resist the industrialization of the South. They hope
. to re-establish in the South the economy and the manners of
the Old South.' They take a determined stand against progressand 30cial amelioration, holding that in the Old South
the aristocracy, imbued with the concept of nobless oblige,
really achieved for everybody a more satisfactory life than
is ordtnarily achieved by industry in a democracy. Mr.
Allen Tate, most rabid Agrarian of all, would have the
South disavow its whole post-Reformation heritage, and
resume the tradition of feudalism, with absolute Divine
Authority in Church and societY. The end of such a society
as the Agrarians hope to recapture is not the production of
geniuses and artists but the production of a general high
level of 'manners and contentment. Quite justly, the Agrarians are accused of being impractical dreamers, tl;1eir program impossible of fulfillment. But' whatever we may
think
of the end they visualize or the means suggested for achiev'ing that end, 'we have to admit trie consistency and lhe relevancy of their attack upon the present culture. Modern life
seems to them shoddy, vulgar, insecure, undignified, tremendously u~satisfying. They fe~l that these qualities of modern -life are due to'industrialism, scientific materialism, and
jdemecracy gone vulgar. And so they advocate the banishtment of these three demons. They have a program. That
~rogram, like the Communist program, se~ks the solution to
the cultural problem in a solution of the economic and social
problem.
. Unlike the Communists a'rid Agrarians, the Re&ionaIists of the Southwest seek to eat their cake and have it too.
I

•

I)

."

j
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Confronted by the question of what to do with an un atisfactory}nachine civilization, the Communists say to m sOOr the
mac~fne, distribute its fruits, and let a culture gro naturally_.;out of a newly-integrated way of life; the
arians
say to banish the machine,. resume an older way ofl) ife that
once was satisfyipg and ought to be again. But th~ Regionalists of the Southwest straddle. They continue h~ f-heartedly praising the beauty of Spanish and Indian 'ays, uncOlllplainingly accepting the whole Anglo encroachmenttaking tpe old and the new and uncritically belie ·ng ina
harmony between the two..
;
Communism. and Agrarianism are not here se~ forth as
the only possible road-forks that may be travelle!. They
are set forth as examples of uncompromising rograms
which attempt to solve the cultural problem. Bot deserve
attention, and both throw light upon almost any; problem
that one can touch today. If there be a Regionar t in the
Southwest who, for all his love of antiqpe beauty: believes
that the future belongs to the Machine, Ire could ell look
at Communism. And, being of the Southwest, he ! uld well
look at the collectivism" of the pueblo. :aetween th~,J wo there
might lie a program. If, on the other hand, therel be a Regionalist in the Southwest who consistently lov: handicrafts and detests Machines, who loves authority a ¥l detests
democracy and vulgarity, who despairs of l1laking' anything
of ~he Anglo culture except by turning it back to tsbetter
self of three hundred years ago--that person sho d have a
long and eager look at Agrarianism. Whatever I the road
taken, South.western Regionalism, if it is to avoid illetanteism, must pause frequently in its collecting and re rding to
do some thinking and interpreting. Speaking fi ratively,
when the devotee of beauty ripes out in his aut ' obile"to
. collect Spanish folk-songs, he must give ·some t: ought to
the autOmobile as well as the folk-song. For u 'ess some
thinking is done about' the automobil.es, in a sh[ rt while
there won't be any folk-songs.
•

"
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Na-y.ajo 4n the Painted Desert
By NORMAN MACLEOD
Visualize if you can a desert peopled with nomads
(the hoggnS' below the mesilla wedge)
dark against the brilliant glare
of endless skies.
'f
And the velvet shirted horsemen skirt
the outer fringe of a civilization
that denied them -livelihood
on the painted desert, but they are
hardier than cactus. And they go
bronzefaced into a sandcut wind
that· sings of health and happiness
on the edge of miles and miles.

[ 15 J
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New Mexico Adds. Another
Art Intere t
".
By
HREE

,

EDNA SIMPSON

centurie~ ago there was performed, in a I ttle town

T in ;the
. Bavarian Alps, as a prayer for deliver nce from
.

the plague, a play, now"wid~ly known as the Pas ion Play.
The significance was, and 'has lemained for the ac' rs thenJ.selves, wholly religious, but for .many people the, play has
become, as do all thin'gs w;hich have in them seed for economic prosperity, a tourist attraction of comm rcial importance. From all over the world, .people go to Oberammergau for the Passion 'Play.
New Mexico, too, qas her Passion Play, us' lallyyerformed in secret, just before Easter, as a penance J6f one's
sins, a relic of the past when people took their reli 'o"n seriously, and reminded themselves of the suffering of their
Master by intIicting similar tortures upon their 0 : n bodies.
i
But the Penitentes are not the only ones "jn Ne Mexico
who have been known to act out the story of the: last qays
of Christ~ In the summer of 1934, the people of ' ed River
presented the grand old play in a beautiful, seclu: ed mountaIn settipg. The local people were' assisted b, professionals, tourists, who have found in these mountai "an ideal
summer resort. Red River isa small village, ," e might
almost call it a ghost town, buried deep in a narro I canyon,;
th~ giant walls of which are almost vertical, and a e covered
with pine, spruce, cedar, and other evergreens, ' :~ well as
with aspens, their white trunks shining in the su light, or
seeping through the green, shIjub oak, and other · eciduous
tr~s. Mountain foliage, mountain flowers are ev*,ryW~ere.
But there are other touch'es. of c?lor, too. ~ one approaches the vicinity of the town, he sees a bare, r, ~y peak,
to)Vering above the green, and gleaming rose an , ochre in
th~ sunlight. There is a grandeur, a magic in th, setting,
wliich makes one catch his b're~t~ at the beauty a~ wonder

i

[ 16j]
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ANOTHER ART INTEREST

of it. And then the road, narrow, swinging back ~nd fort.h
as it descends, plunges down the mountain side. New scenes,
a lake, glimpses back into the wild, almost impenetrable
forest tangles deep in the canxon; tourist cottages, and people enjoying the f~resh coolness of the mo~ntain air, greet
the appro~hing guest who hangs on the steep pine-covered
wall, like an Alpine climber on a peak. The bQttom reached, I
he trembles from 'the recent thrill, and looks apout him,
again. The horizon is now over his head; he must look up
to ,see the sun set. Europe can offer nothing more beautiful,
no more perfect setting for religious drama.
And religious drama\ the Passion Play is., · Performed
on Sunday, August 26, 19~4, at;ld directed by Vernon
Hendry, who alsp played the part of the Christus, this play;'
was divided into four scenes. The scenes given were the
triumphal entry,into Jerusalem, the Bethany scene where
Jesus bade farewell to his mother, the priest scene in which
Juda§ betrayed his Master, and the last supper. The people
of the community and the tourists. spending the summer
there planned and perforIll/d the play,. itself. The music
wassuppIied by a choir and an orchestra from Raton. It
was the twilight
hour, and
the low sun was already behind'
f'
a cloud. Poetry slept in them~untains, drifted over the
players, and touched all with reverent awe.
Seated in a semi-circle on car cushions, blankets, and
old coats, or s~rid~ng expectantly/ the crowd waited. At
the left, in fro t of an aspen· hedge constructed for the occasion,!, and for ' ing one of th~ front drops or wings, of the
stage, s~t the usicians, ready to begin. Behind the back
drop, ~nother spen h~dge with {:tn entrance in the center,
we coU;ld see p ople mpving .about" dressed in oriental,. costumes. An oc asional donkey, the common New Mexico
burro, lent un onscious cdlor to the scene, and a further
.oriental touch. One thought of Palestine, the land where
. Christianity wr born. Threl'e trees, anchors for the arti11

'
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ficial sereens, marfed the stafe, which, except fo ~ stone'
wrll , was bare of f~op'erties. l .
! ,II
~
j There was m~~nc.. Peopl gathered about ,the rell, pr~-.
stlmably to draw ater, but t ey were talking: S", me were
The Palm Sunday ntrance tp Jerusalem was J),ortr, yed, alld
into it were worke scenes, ou 0f their place chron logically,
but familiar to ali who know i the old, old stQ.ry~.1cenes of
the woman taken in adultery of the b'ind worn l healed,
and of a clash wi h the pries s. This triumphal entry, in
s~ite of the disreg rd for chr nology, w~s vert e' ctive.
, The Bethany scene intr uced Mary M:4gd ;ene, and
showed Mary, th mother of Jesus, as she ten rlytook
leave of her son. Toward the close, and passi/Ag most imperceptibly into the next ,scenE1, we saw Jesus, left i lone with
Judas, telling hi~' "The poo ye have with 'you always,"
and warning him, "Beware, I st the tempter oyert' ke 'hee."
Here the motivati n for the be rayal was espeC\iall I good, for
J~sus had been t<jling his di ciples that the end' as near,
and Judas; when 8Jesus went ut, faced the prob:; m which
none of the other~ actually faced until after tpe c ucifixion.
~acing back ~nd f0rt:h upon ~he stage, pon~ern the questIon of Jesus' ImpendIng deat ,Judas asked hIms f, "What,
then, is there for me?" The uture was blacknes I" nothing.
For the first timet I believe, I saw Judas as f;l:.hU I: an beilig ,
f;tcing a real crisfs. And th n a donkey bray-eO; I Nothing
cbuld have broken, and yet i tentsified the t~age y as th~t ~
did, for I was reminded of the 'cock's crowing in P !ter's dark 'I
hour. The priests entered, trmpted Judas, dinn! into his
ears, "The enemy of tbe syna$"ogue will die," and I aid tbere
would be money for the man who betrayed hi . Judas
ytlelcIed, but ~ot without a struggle. He became, l r me, not
at bad man, sImply a weak, s~fish one.
I ..
The stage was cleared; t~e choir filed out an ' f()~ed a
human screen across the frorlt, but we thought , y of the
music. As it retired, we saw1the table, set for t:l last sup-

1
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per.' It was dusk, anJ the fadin~ light was supplemented by i
car lights, and f~sees lwhich leI\t to the white table cloth and - r
the color~d costumes ! trembling sheen and glitter. All was '.
still, a holy moment, a moment of waiting. Judas entered ,
late.
I
_
The story, too w II known to repeat, was' acted out impressively, m4jestjcal y, and cast a spell over the 'audience.
There were a \few, p rhaps, who felt a need' for a greater
reverence, especially In the closing prayer, which was the
.prayer of an acto.r" Ilot of a devotee; but as a whole, the
play was beautifully done, and decidedly worth while,
.
Whether one 100 at this presentation, a mere" begin.:
ning of what the p~ Ie hope eventually to make it, from
the religious, or: fr6 the artistic -viewpoint, it is of tremendous signifid!tnce. Even those who are commercially
minded; only, see in it a great value. For it means that we
are developing in New Mexico what Ruskin insisted, in his .
"Lamp of Memory,"] one of the Seven Lamps of Architecture, gave to the Alps their true value, or to architecture
its genuine "Worth: "t*at'deep sense of voicefulness, of stern
watching, of mYf;teril!us sympathy, ... that golden stain of
time ..." It means hat New Mexico will soon have more
than its Spanish: lege ds and its Indian lore, romantic and
picturesque as th,bse may be, that New Mexico is turning to
some of the highest fqrms of art the world has ~ver known,
that New Mexicans m~y learn to value, not material wealth,
but the eternal veritIes, the cultural aspects of life. Let
others boast of their ~ich farming lands, of their factories,
of their teeming CitiaWhere ni"en struggle and starve. We
have our scen~ry, our history, our art. Our future, unlike
theirs, lies in' develo 'ngthese, in making New Mexico a
I

I

cultural center of 1;,h~ ror:d.

J
\
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Beanty
By

GEORGE ST. CLAIR

I have found Beauty in the rainbow's arch,
~
And felt it in the sunset's paling rose;
Have heard it in the loud waves' trampling
And where cool, quiet water gently flows;
Color and light and sound have been to me .
Heart-food to help sustain this troubled stri ' ,
As you, John Keats, in your dark agony,
F'eit Beauty calm the fever of your life.
The little violet's tender, perfumed breath, ,
.
i
The splendor of the summer's flaunting flo~:-,
I
The pallor of the lily near its death,
< :
1
Beauty that changes with each changing hou I.
These fleeting moments, poets, with your art'l
"
.
'I
You've taught me to press"'closely to my hear ",
I

. [ 20 ]
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N w Mexico Must "Come
Back"
,
By JOHN D. CLARK

ments which I have read or heard recently
T refusestato eave
my mind: one from a series of articles
HREE

on taxation in New Mexico, whi~h are being published ·by
an Albuquerq e 'newspaper saying, "New Mexico has- the
highest birth at~ of any state in the Union," another by a
banker, "It is ncomfortable to think of how dependent our
ability to get ldng rests upon relief money sent in to the
state," and th third from Time, to the effect that famili~
on relief are h ving thirty-five per cent more babies than the
families Whic~arer self-supporting.
.
.
This is no ti~e to "tune off" from this article, under the
impression tha a few paragraphs further on will begin the
advocacy of compulsory sterilization of the socially unfit, to ~
be followed by propaganda for Margaret Sanger. Nothing
of the sort. The~e three s~tements have stimulated thinking concerning income, and it i$ around the aspects of state- .
wide earning power that this article. is woven. .
For the past half century the tendency for raw materials to be used less and less In the chemical form in which
they were produced, and more and more in chemically elaborated condition, has grown at an accelerated rate: rayo~
from wood, SYnthetic. building materials, manufactured fertilizer, new substances from natural gas, transformed oil,
dyes, medicinals, flavors, photographic material, explosives,
motor fuels, etc., the last six from coal. Space forbids further and almost endless details. It would be far harder to
go into a modern department store and purchase ten articles
or commodities innocent of the chemist's touch than it would
be to purchase 100 which have..'been prepared. under his
. guidance. If the ,reader agrees to this, he may admit that
a chemist should have wide range, broad views concerning
~
income.
[ 21 ]
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New Mexico has long produced raw I¥laials, from
which, relative to income from finished prodl~~I, income is.
low. Our animal products have so depleted our 'anges that
we are confronted with th;ir utte~destruction J: less these
ranges are given treatment and rest, quite a , legous to
treatment a~d rest which a person must have if, :Ie is to sur..
vive some devastating disease and eventually gi t -to work
once more. Income is poor when the worker 1", under the
doctor's care, and while- recuperating. New M xico is in .
for a period of lowered e~rnings from livestock. Eventually,
if we teach our peoyle t.o practice scientific ra:g. e management, the livestock industry may become stabl!, its earning capacity fairly well defined, and the number of persons
who can gain a livelihood from the industry,'. using the
range, plainly related to stanslards of. living, hig standards
if the income is not too wfflely distributed,
standards
if the 'Somewhat fixed income cares for large . umbers of
people.
1
There is no denying that the Southwest was' nce a par~
adise of abundant vegetation and abundant wil life. If a
magic wand eould restore conditions of 100 ye . s ago; the
rest of the na;tion being as it is· today, New Mexifo
would be
l
a Mecca .fO!: recreation seeke:s. No~ let us see. . a contrast.
I grew up In! New England In the time when t at part of
the country h~d its wild places, tts fish and its ga: e-before
industry had ~nywhere reached a peak. A tann~ came in,
and rUin.ed a ,brook; a bleachery was set up, an : pOllut.ed a
river; a pulp mill was erected, and good-9ye S},Q ! r for wild
life. But as industry destroyed, it IEf.ftt maf:ufactUring
revenue behind. Here.in the Southwest
des oyed. No
manufacturing remained to supply income. Wen 'New England "came b,aCk," and still has its manufacturi:': g revenue.
Fishing is far better than it was 50 years ago. Game is on
the increase. The abandoned farm is now a sudmer home.
The old time! beauty of wood land and forest. i almost restored. Recreation supplies millions and milli ns in revI

I
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,

enue, fnd this income in additio.n to the earnings of manufacturIng.:
,'
I
-Njew Mexico simply must "come back." This is not just
sometlUng for scientists to say, but 'rather something 'which,
every f·tizen of influence should understan.d, teach, and ac-I ~
tively or}{ for. The iron is now hot. The Taylor bill, covering razing di~tricts, is going into operation. The C.C~C.
camps I are with' us, and '-'more public works are in sight.
Now i~ a time for action. Sub-marginal land is being taken
from production. Much contracted state land will undoubt.edly cd,mme back imto possession "of the state. To ignore it is 'I
our vety worst policy. The first step in the right direction
is tto. shrve~ the recreational possibilities of ~very piece of
publIc land In the state, and then to act. East df us two large
..
.state dducational' institutions now h~ve chairs' of cOllserva.
tion. bf all the states in the United States, no state has
greater income producing recreat~onal possibilities than
New Mexico., Whether from a university chair or a state
scientific commission, we need more aggressive wQrk in conservatiion, and game management. j Recreation is now our
"best Uet" for producing revenue while this state is, surely
partlY~at least, in, the economic doldrums. Reader, do not
reply at we have .already a department of fish and gam,e.
We ha e, and a good one. Its. revenue comes solely from
sportsmen, and of necessity a large portion of its funds go
for work of policing. Twice the amount of the funds available for the entire work of the department could be profitably spent for research, experimentation and development.
Do yo~ doubt it? I,If you. do, you have never taken.. the time
to look linto the situation in Pennsylvania. Reader, you may
skip the rest of the paragraijh if you choose. It is composed "
of statistics to emphasize much of the above.

1

I
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Annual Additions and Losses of Plant Nutrients. n Soils of
the United States* Lasses in Millions of T s
(Ro,und Numbers)
Nitrogen

16.1

Phosphoru8 Potassium-.- Calcium

'2.5

36.2

53.6

,

Magnesium

l(~.8'

Qi anic Matter

Sulfur

11.3·j

322.0

i

Additions in Millions of Tons (Round Num ;1 rs)
13.38
2.72

1.31
1.19

5.5

10.43
2.63'
Net Losses
30.65
43.16
14.17

..

10.250

100.0

t,

1.05

222.0

Erosion is an errone~u~ factor in soil losse~ Recreation'al uses are impossible unless erosion is s pped, or
largely controlled. Land used for recreation ha a chance
for chemical restoration. New Mexico must ICc :'e back."
As was pointed out above, modern comm' ities are
more and more fabricated in a way that che~ii·try is involved, and from a long range point of view the : ture, but
not the early future,~ holds some encouragement ~ r us In a
chemical way. President Wells of the New Me I co School
of Mines loves to quote an Old U. N. M. man, Prof~ssor Kirk
Bryan, of Harvard, "The greates~ thing whic 'I could be
done for New Mexico would be. to move the Gulf of Mexico
.
up.to EI Paso." This is equivalent to saying that the world
would use much which we have were transporta :'on to the
rest of the world cheaper. In other words, (for t I billionth
-time), "Freight rates are too high.'"
.. ±!!
.
There is no su~h thing as too high transpo ~ tion cost
when a locality possesses a monopoly
on an in I
Ispensable
.
,
commodity. The world once went to Germany r potash.
New Mexico has an abundance of potash, but si ce its discovery Poland, Spain; and' Russia have also m ~e' discoveries. Probably never did a new industry havelunfolseen
competition spring up against it so quickly as'dil the New
Mex~co potash industry.. However, our beds ar~ o~ better
qualIty than our competItor's. They are conc~n,~tmg and
refining their products to lower freight costs"l~d in this

.

!

·Dr. JacobG. Lippman "InduBt.>and Eng.

C~em...
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New Mexico starts with bettelT material than its cpmpetitors.
The industry is here to'stay, and become a very large industry. In the interest of the farmer and of the industry, Congress should pay- careful attention to this foreign competition.
Freight rates 'are-often overcome when sQme commodity
is exceedingly cheap where located; and this is especially
true if other localities have'small supplies. "The other half
of the world lacks quantities of natural gas. The east has it,
but supplies become exhausted. New Mexico has' an abundance. Carbon black manufacture has crept up to OU! doors,
its raw material being gas. Subsidiary companies of the
Union Carbide and· Carbon Corporation are making great
progress in syilthe~izing new solv~nts, plasticizers, alcohols,
aldehydes, and many more substances from natural gas.
As prices per pound of these substances are certainly not
low, New Mexico "gas may ere long bring in an industry.
Certainly an industry whose fuel cost is the &Teatest item
could look twice at New Mexico, with its exceedingly clean
and abundant gas. We have very fine coal, and plenty of it,
too; perhaps on the whole,quite a bit finer than states lying
closer to large consuming markets, but these states have
coal, except directly to our west.
But industry mov~s. Chemical industry is very mobile
,in following markets or supplies. "Three quarters of several million dollars spent for new plants last year was expended in the South.' Half of these capital expenditure~ this
year will be in the South."* Six and one-half million have
just been invested by the new Southern Alkali Co. at Corpus
Christi. The reason: salt, cheap fuel, tide water. -One wonders what industry may follow Southern Alkali "way; out
west." And ~hat's the darndest thing (words chosen advisedly) about chemical industry. One never knows what new
thing will spring up because of some existing plant. Any
interlocking with New Mexico Potash to follow? Any

"

.

.WilliaDl Haynes, Chemical InduatrW8, 1934.
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interest in New Mexico lithium ore? Have our
ium sulfate lakes any significance? And what about t:e Epsom'
Salts from the bloedite of the Estancia Valley 1 : es? AI- )
kali a little nearer. May we soon take zinc fro ! our vast
) zinc deposits by electrolysis or will we. continue
ship the
lore away for reduction?
1
Climate is not without its effect in locatingf industry.
With other factors being equal, no plant pic~ a lOcation of
cold winters (high cost of protection against frost) or one
where summers are humidly hot and debilitating. New Mexico has some striking advantages climatically. •
The completion of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
project can do much for the income of New Mexico, particul~rly when those in the district act upon some of the information gathered by the Albuquerqu'e Rotary Club, which is
.to be published by the club in co-operation with the University of New Mexico. The Caballo dam, the dam on the
Canadian, and (when, if, and as) the state line dam at the
north, will stabilize our agriculture. There is a suggestion
<of some industry in the offing. This may be like the distant
flock of ducks the hunter sees from his blind-may not come.
Still industries, like the ducks, move quickly, witness carbon
black from natural gas:
'/'
..

Production of Carbon Black in the United States*
Louisiana, % total

Texas

1928
54.8
40.5

1929
34.8
62.3

1930«
24.3
71.5

1931
21.4
78.7

1932~'

17.4
82.6

1933'
12.3
87.7

The duck hunter sometimes baits, and in so doing gets
the flock, which otherwise would pass on. .New Mexico
should not fail to follow suit. Research, knowledge of what
we have, good education for our ablest sons and; daughters
-these are needed more today than ever before.
New Mexico must "come back."
,.jl

-Haynes. loco cit.
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Tsa-Bi-Ti
By :NORWYN W. WILSON
White men~practical minded fools they arehave named it, as such men would, Shiprock.
Who h~s heard of a ship in this desert?
Only the white ~an-billagonna-he
who travels' fast and far seeking somethingseeking always something-finding nothing
desire-new urge "
save a mad, a cruel
.
to travel onward.

1

.

r!

Tsa-bi-ti-wings of rock-Navajos say,
cast their shadows over the land always.
Everyone knows~of the bird of the rock,
the ~eat bird who watches the Navahu-they
-who travel Uttle and are seeking nothing, but
seeking always nothing, find much that
white men need-a patient living-strong urge
to peace.

,: .

[ 27]
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Atmosphere
By SARAH CROXTON
"
without drink except wate'j- and without food
except as ordered by the court ..."
The jury's instructions~were over. They filed slowly
out and the tall figure of Judge Blake moved 'with tired dignity toward his chambers.
Nancy Crawford turned her auburn head toward the
strange young man who had been sitting next to her for
three days.
"Will the jury be out long?" An apologetic smile
touched the corners of her young mouth. "This is my first
trial. I don't know whether to wait or not."
The young man surveyed her with dark approving eyes.
"No one knows anything about a jury. My guess is it
won't be long. It ought to be a quick acquittal-but George
Evans is a demon at winning a case." ~ He shifted in his seat
so he could face her. He had been wondering how he could
attract her attention since he first saw her. "What brought
you "to this trial.:-curiosity?"·
;
"That's what brought you, isn't it?" she countered with
a touch -of defiance.
He shook his head.
"Atmosphere for a story I'm wri~ing. A lot goes on in
this room besides the trial. Emotions, decisions; take that
woman in black over there with the lovely brooding face ..."
~

* * *

At the back of the courtroom Martha. Blake sat quietly,
hands clasped over her black -coat. Strange, She. was
t
king, that when she had finally decided to leave' John,
s .e had come at last to hear him preside in court. Long
ago, when they were first married, sh~ had heard him as an
impetuous young attorney. By the time he had become
j'udge she had ceased following his work, that impetuous

St·

I
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manner had faded into a dignified, austerity. Last night
when she had discussed separation with him there had been·
no faint recurrence of it.
. What was it:-he had said?' That he had been relinquish- '
ing her, bit by bit, for months. It shouldn't be more painful
to let her go entirely. He did not reproach her with what
they both knew: that she was bitterly jealous of the work
which so absorBed him.
Another woma~, she thought resentfully, she could have
fought better. She would have known the right- weapons;
she would have used them instead of enclosing herself in
the shell of her unhappinss.
How she had clung to her own individuality, stubbornly, .
blindly, and, sometimes with a faint shame. She had been
too popuiar, too·much sought after; it had made her more
than helpless when she had found herself neglected.
Unobserved, she had come today to watch John in the
role which absorBea him in a way she had. never done; a
role which had devoured their happiness. She had forgotten
how weary John's face had grown. Was it just the years,
she wondered now,ior had it been brought to a climax of
fatigue with the definite .cleavage \of last night?
She made a sharp movement of protest. At least, she
had not been like that ridiculous Grace Evans, hanging on
to her husband like a plu,mp leech, quoting interminably of
George's legal 'victories. Smiling complacently' now from
her seat inside tbe rail, as if she were the principal actor
in the drama of that unfortunate prisoner's life. ,

I
~j

II ,

"

* * *
Grace Evans turned suddenly and 'caught the eye of
Martha Blake. She bowed effusively to conceal her astonishment. Martha Blake here, of all people! It was the first
time Grace had ever-seen her take an interest in the judge's
affairs.
.1
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Her little pointed nose quivered with excitement. She
leaned forward and tapped her husband on the shoulder
with a plump white hand.
"Why in the world do you suppose Martha Blake is
here ?" Her eyes sparkled in that curiosity which shared
social ambition as the two dominating factors of her life.
She smiled brightly at George's pre-Oecup,iedscowl and a
,tingle of elation passed through her tightly corsetted figure.
>'Perhaps now that Martha had come off her pedestal she
would attend the dinner party Grace was planning for to- '
morro~ evening. One of those affairs' which she carefully
"referred to as impromptu and with which she always celebrated a legal victory of George's. -If given quickly enough
after a sp'ectacular trial, those dinners drew the socially
prominent people Grace coveted; people who were. curious to
see the brillialjlt prosecuting attorney at close range.
George's i meteoric career had 'propelled "Grace into
~J'IW.ny aloof h(j>mes through the prompt advantage she had
taken of each opportu.nity. Intimacy with the members of
those homes had so far been unattained ; but Grace, knowing ,
her own persistency, was not discouraged.'
Her roving eye fell on the young man who sat at the
press table near her. S,pe hoped he. recognized her. His
-elever s]{etches of the notables here were being much talked
of.
I\:

* *

Max Brown returned the determined smile of Grace
Evans. He wondered if she ever missed appearing at one of
these trials.bamned bad taste the way she perched herself inside the rails behind her husband. Too bad that husband didn't try some of his famous legal tactics on her.
Heigh-ho! No use wasting thoughts on her. This was
his moment. Lucky for him th~s trial had come up when, it
did. That United Press man was still in town and Max's
feature article, accompanied by his sketches would catapult
him before the man's attention. He hoped he hadn't"sounded
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prophesying the verdict to him
old man's office. No one had agreed with him. Well, the
U. P. guy had seemed to take a fancy to him. He'd given
him a swell compliment on the write-up he had made of the
trial so far. That little poker party last night had helped,
too. Lucky he had suggested it.
More than' on~ talented reporter had been lifted into
the U. P. ranks. These sketches of his -would top off his
feature article for the morning's edition. That prisoner
was a swell model, with his thin anxious face. And that
woman at th~ back of the room with her 'pale skin and· red
mouth.'
.
His pencil stopped in mid-air. By gosh, it was Mrs.
Blake! Better not draw her.. The Blake's didn't go in for
front page stuff.. Exclusive and all that rot.
. Wouldn't do "
to,get in bad with the judge.
. Ris sharp grey eyes shifted to George Evans sorting
9ver his papers., A handsome devil with his black hair and
t1?:ose piercing black ~yes. A shrewd one, too, fighting his
W8ty t01he top. He'd be a big man in politics some day, if
Max didn't miss his guess. He was always the most co:nspic- .
uous man in the courtroom.
He looked , bit white around the mouth. S"train probably, or maybe a bust: of the night before.
.

~

* * •
George Evans stirred restlessly over his papers and
suppressed a groan. 'I Indigestion again! Grace's damned dinners were ruining. his stomach. It would take him a
. week to recover from the dinner she would give after he
won this case. All he wanted was relaxation. But he never
did get what he realIy1wanted.
He had never expected when he married that plump,
over night
into a
giggling blond that she· would develop
.
,
society hound; feeding on his victories like an overstuffed
vulture. He had been out of his head when he married her.
A young fool with hurt pride, caught on the reboun.d. She
I
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had been like a panacea in het pursuit of him; pretty and
gay with her infectious gjggle.~
Well, she still had her giggle and she had never doubted
that he loved her. She had never known that she was second
. choice.
His frown paused on her and then slid past to the young
couple in the third row. He was sure they had never met
before. He had seen that boy take a seat beside her three
days ago, just as h~ saw everything that went on in the
courtroom.
They were completely absorbed in each other. They
looked too young, too vitally happy for his tortured' stomach.

* * *

•

"I don't believe that prosecutor approves of us," Nancy'
. Crawford commented. "He makes me jittery when he
scowls at me."
"Shall I remove him," the young man demanded
anxiously. "I have strange desires to be a knight errant~"
'.'1 thought you were here in search of atmosphere."
The gray eyes sparkled in laughter, watching him.
. "I have it." He pushed a paper toward her.
She glanced down at the written description on the
- paper: gray eyes between black lashes, reddish curly *hair
beneath a soft blue sport hat--even her dimples were on
that paper. Nancy was certain she had not smiled at him.
She did so now.
"You forgot my freckles." .
"I couldn't get past the eyes. In time I'll get to everything, name and address included."
His. smile brought swift color to her cheeks. She had
. a strange and pleasant sensation of panic before his intent
gaze. Cashally, so that he might be impressed with her indifference, she said:
"You'd do better to describe the expression on the face
of the defense attorney. He'd be so good looking if it weren't
for something ..."
* * *
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Hayden Scott leaned back in !.lis chair. He had sEtnt the
prisoner back to the cell with encouraging words t at any
, rate t even if he didntt feel them.
~
, "They won't be out long,'t he had said with a confidence
he did not have. '''It'll be acquittal-quick verdict." ,
He had watched the young stJ.:ained face relax, watched
the s~ooped shoulders. straighten before they disappeared
through the far door. Then hElqad leaned back in his chair,
unable to ~ove.
~
.He was dog tire<l. He envied. the cool confidence of
George Evans. Hayden felt all the immaturity of his thirtyfour years. He had, ~ usual, worn himself out emotionally.
He never could be detaehed from a case; his emotions always
entangled him. He su,posed it was because he always associatedhimself so inten&ely with the underdog.
He had been frigh!tened all along, too; more so than the
prisoner, he believed. Ne'ver before had he tried a case .
against George Evans~ Something vital depended on his
winning. It was such a clear case of ~elf defense. But that
meant nothing to George Evans who could make a case any"
.
,thing he chose. ' .
He ran a nervous hand through his brown hair, already
streaked witH grey. Nio matter what the verdict, he wished
it. over.. I~ had alwaysibeen that way. When he was a boy,
struggling for grades! that other boys got easily, he had
finally not cared wh~t ,:the results would be; anything;. just
so it would be over and he could go home. That feeling of
insecurity, so cruelly and aptly named an inferiority comp!ex, which had accompanied him through life, was understood there.
" Helen understood' it
now. Marriage with her had done
I
wonders for him; but even at that,.-he was glad she had not
. come down here to see him beaten by George Evans.
She was uncanny ~ in her knowledge of him; when to
laugh him out of his moods, when to leave him alone. She
had been that way from, the first; ana it wasn't many years

1

I
I

.

I ·

o

I
i

I
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I
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I

~
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ago since he had courted her as assiduously as that young
man over there with the red headed girl.
"

* * *

"So you're Bob Crawford's sister. Then ~ust have
heard him speak of me. I'm Dick Jerod." ~
.
"Sorry." There was little sympathy in the demure
smile she gave him.
"Well, anyway, he's a great guy. And :that gives me
your address."
.."
Even as she laughed her conscience again reminded her
that he was moving in fast. Since he· had seated himself
beside her three days ago and appraised her with~ undisguised admiration, her conscience had been having'a hard
time of it.

* *

>It

Martha Blake sighed restlessly. ~ _She should be keeping her thoughts on tp.e fate of the prisoner. Instead, they
roved back over the years, as if seeking something.
Seeing John in an environment unfamiliar to~ her
brought back vividly the first time she had seen him. Ten
years ago and she had been twenty-two; popular, spoiled;
headstrong. She had met him at a dinner party. Young
John Blake, with his deep blue eyes .and his laughter, who
at twenty-eight showed promise of a brilliant future. It had
been love at first sight and it had swept them through swin
courtship into marriage. A perfect mat~h, people had said.
There had beep. no hint that John's eager young face would
weary and tighten over his emotions through the years.
Beautiful memories lay back there in the beginriing.
She had forgotten their beauty, it was so long since she had
paused to look back.

* * *
Grace Evans wrote busily on a perfumed lavender notebook ..w ith gilt edge. Tomorrow's dinner party would -be a
hastier affair than usual. She wished impatiently that they
would hurry up with that verdict so she could get to her
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. phoning. The trial had no business ending so abruptly; she
had counted on having two days' notice. No one knew hetter
.than Grace that the dinner must be given ilI)mediately while
people were still curious.
She hesitateq, ~er lips pursed over the name of the
Blakes. It would mean something if they came. She could
'afford to forget the aloof polit~ness of Martha's former
refusals. After all, she had probably 'refused more important people than Grace.
She raised her head to watch George push his chair
.back noisily, and gave him a smile which held just the right
degree of ownership, pleasantly conscious that people were
watching him and that he was very handsome.
"What kind of poison was in that food last night," He
scowled into her" pink smiling face." "Run out and get me
some pepsin tablets. That jury is due back any minute and
I'd like to live to hear the verdict." .
"Surely, dear." She regarded his ,scowl with bright
blue eyes. "Georgie, do you think the Blakes would come to
d·Inner ... "
"No I" he said curtly, "and neither will Ii"
"You funny boy I" She giggled. No use arguing with
him when he was like this. She'd just use her own judg'"
ment.
Rising, she collided abruptly with the newspaper man,
returning from outside. She paused to give him. the benefit
of her smile.
"I'm so sorry." Now he would place her, she was sure.
t

"

i'

* * *
Max Brown brushed by the smiling Evans woman with

her avid eyes. He knew as well as if she had asked him'
what she wanted. He hadn't come to this trial in order to
further her social ambitions. He had a f\w ambitions of his
own.
This was the best article. he had done. All ready with
sketches, 'only waiting the ver.dict. He had taken a chance~

\
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and wrttten a great finish, just to be shot over to the editor
in case he had guessed the verdict correctly. Only needed a
couple of lines. That verdict meant more to his future than
the prisoner's; the whole trial had.
He ran a hand through his tousled hair. Tliat U. P. guy
had, hinted that he liked the stuff of one Max Brown. Wait
until he saw this. It would knock his eye out.
He glanced over at the red haired girl. She was a swell
looker. He had met her once, but he supposed she didn't
remember. Attractive girls never did seem to remember •
him. She was sure absorbed in that guy. He believed they
had forgotten this was a trial.
;Heigh-ho, he wished that dumb jury would hurry! $

* * *
Martha Blake sat forward with slim hands tightly
clasped in her lap. .A door had opened and John stood
,framed in it. Long ago he had c(])me through an open door
and she had seen him for the first time. Something had
clicked in her heart.
Now, after ten years, it had happened again. He had
lost that eager undaunted look ;he was exhausted by the
vicarious emotions of his courtroGm, defeated by the em·pti-:
ness of his marriage. But he was suddenly young John
Blake and she was seeing him for the first time.
See'ing herself, too. Seeing how she had enclosed hEtrself in her own selfish egotism and vanity and self pity.o She
had taken withouf giving. She had never helped. But she
still could. She knew that now, with her hear.t heralding
,.
his approach through an open door.
* * *
Nancy Crawford
exclaimed reluctantly:
.
.
"It didn't take them long.. Fifty-five minutes exactly."
"Not long enough," ~ick Jerod grumbled. ."Are we
having dinner together tonight1"
"In search of more atmosph~re?"
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"The atmosphere- can wait. I'm in search of something
else, now."

* * *
Grace Evans sank into her seat with th~ bottle of pepsin tablets clasped in a damp palm. She was panting a little
and her face was petulant.
George's silly old tablets 'had almost made her miss
hearing the verdict and that was the most fun of all.
l!

* * *
"We, the jury, being first duly impanelled and sworn
to try the issues in this case, find the defendant not guilty."

, '" * *
. Hayden Scott h:illf rose to his feet, mouth opened il1- .
credulously. He had done what many other men' had failed
to do; he had won a case against George Evans. It couldn't
be true!' But it was!
lie turned belatedly to the boy beside him, grasped his
thin hand convulsively.
"Well, my boy, you're free!" There was a ring of
confidence in his voice. "I knew you would be!"
But he w~sn't thinking of the prisoner. It was he, Hayden Scott, who was free. Free of his stifling dread of George
Evans, free of his uncertainties.
He scooped his papers and books together excitedly.
Helen would be waiting.
::<

J.

(

* *

~ Max Brown dashed up the aisle. J list as. tie had predicted, just as he had it already written! .He and that U. P.
guy
would celebrate
tonight; and tomorrow he, Max Brown,
!
.
wpuld be slated for a change of jobs. If he guessed right
.a4d he had so far!
, He crowded past DickJerod and Nancy Crawford sauntering out leisurely. They didn't know yet that this was a
trial, by gosh!
,~
·-;-1

'" * * .
.

~
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"I'll call for you at seven," Dick .Jerod was ·saying..
"That will give me time to meet the parents. They might
as well get used to me."
"I don't remember accepting yout dinner invitation."
Nancy's eyes were provocative, as if to belie the flushed
cheeks.
.
,
"Most unflattering of you. After this we'll depend on
my memory."

.

• • •

Martha Blake stood up. She was unaware of the people
straggling up the aisles, chattering and laughing. She was
waiting. And suddenly she met J ohn!s eyes across the
.emptying room; astonished, incredulous, hopeful. '.
Holding his gaze to her as if it were something precious, she gave him a slow smile and walked down the aisle
toward him.

• * •

Grace Evans leaned toward her husband.
"George, look at Martha Blake. Ther~'s something positively immoral about her, expression. I didn't know wives
ever looked like that at their husbands!" She opened her
purse and jammed th'e: la.vender notebook into it Gviciously.
-

...

I

1L . ' .

*

.

George Evans did not answer. He was watching the
allim graceful. woman wa1king towardJohn Blake. Once,
before he had been famous and envied, he had Imown her
well. He had even expected-but then she had me~ John,
and George had been caught on the rebound by a pink and
white girl with an infectious giggle who had eventUally
added her bit to the botedom whfch surrounded him and
drove him into a frenzy of work.
He swallowed a pepsin tablet. Thank God, there' would
~e no dinner party tomorrow night! Per~aps he could get
some sleep!
t'
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Fellow

By WITTER BYNNER

A long, lean fellow lives nearby
Whom I like as well as most,
But'there's a distance in his eye
As distant as a ghost.
,

He waves his hand in the morning light,
I wave mine back to him,
And then his figure, which was bright,
Grows dim.
And though I clearly hear repeat
The sound of his footfall,
There's only, moving down the street,
A 'shadow on a wall.

..

:.
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The Outlook for Folk Art
- By

PHILIP STEVENSON

idealists are invariably pessimists.· To prove
.
this fact, it is not even necessary to indicate the glaring contradictions between the pure absolutes of~the idealist
and the rough-and-ready material "impurities" of everyday
. reality. One need only observe and overhear the idealists
themselves. They are s~tisfied with existing conditions a~d
tendencies in inverse proportion to their cognition of them.
Once they have grasped the true state of affairs, ,these tender-minded folk are loud with lamentation.
For them the times are always and everywhere out of
joint. Only the distant past and the distant future, both
necessarily vague and rather abstract, ever approximately
conform to their ideals. The concrete present, including the
, immediate future, is consistently regrettable. The world is
always going to hell. No one values brains or .beauty any'
more. Honesty is a thing of the past. Nobility' is dead'-:""in
the arts, in religion, in private and public life. Taste grows
ever .more vulgar (Tories blame "liberalism" or "democracy" for this; liberals blame "materialism" or "bolshevism") . The cradle that rocked the world's great has become a Kiddy Krib. Our foremost litterateurs are journalists. Our best actors go Hollywood. Our folk-music has
descended to the level of croQners yawping from creaky tin
mechanisms. And oh! the cheapness and ugliness of our
material surroundings! Imagine a:pyone preferring nasty
little machine-made-5-&-10~cent-storegadgets to the exquisite hand-made products of'yore! Terrible! Frightful! This
~
is the end! What's the use'of living?
•
Well, what is? And what do the idealists do about it?
Do they proceed to inhale deeply from a natural-gas jet?
Damned few-and those flor reasons unconnected with the
parlous state of the folk arts.
No: the chances are they
,
. [ 40]
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go-shoP14ing; and, offered a' choice between a manufactured
blanket at five dollars and a stiff but well designed and
coloured Navajo'at twenty, nine times out of ten they choose
the "ugly"· product. Likewise th~y wear shoes in preference to moccasins, burn machine-mined coal in fabricated
stoves or furnaces rather than hand-hewn wood in handmoulded. firepl~e~xactly as they prefer an ,M.D. to a
medicine-man and the pr9ducts of Drug, Inc. to the in~anta
tions of a bruja. lIn short, whether they admit it or not they
clearly recognize tt~e economic factor in aesthetic matters.
By their acts, willing or unwilling, they prove themselves
aware of the fact that t~ fulfillment of needs and satisfac, tions, aesthetic or oiferwise, is, in our society, an economic
matter, and ~that material needs and satisfactions take pre'cedence over aesthetic or "spiritual" needs and satisfactions.
The' pesshiilsm of the ,bourgeois
idealist is the direct
.
result of his refusal to admit, cheerfully and aloud, this precedence in value of the body over the mind or "soul," of the
appetites over ideals, of practicaltitility over beauty.
But we must have no misunderstandings.. at this point.
I am not advocating a mechanistic materialism, nor conjuring up an "Economic Man," tWQ bogeys ignorantly but none
the less persistently 'ascribed to 'Karl Marx. ,The Economic
Man is just as non-existent as the Ideal Man. Nor do I
suggest that there is any direct or irreconcilable ~onflict
between the rela~ive opposites of beauty and utility. The
opposition is dialectical merely. .Just as human mind or '
spirit is inconceivabl'e in reality without a,n informing
human body,' so beauty exists only as the enhancement of
some material object. The basic, the sine qua non, is the
body, the material, the concrete. In this sense, then, beauty !'
. has always be~n and is today a)uxury., For the creation of
notable beauty there must be a margin of time and energy
over and above the requirements of practical utility. But
the terms "beauty" and "utility" must be understood to
define relative concepts, not absolute categories. Just as

,

l
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there is no aesthetic quality divorced from material embodiment, so there is no· material body divorced from more or
less aesthetic significance.· .
So much most bourgeois idealists will admit-but only
to- whizz headlong into another contradictory confusion. "If
this is so,". they will explain, "how does it happen that the
machine, which is a time-saving and energy-saving device,
has brought a diminution of beauty to the production of
material objects? has ·all bult driven out the beautiful .old
handicrafts and substituted rio new beauty for the old? Isn't
then the machine an enemy of beauty? In order to keep
what little beauty we have left, must we not destroy the
machine and regress to a feudal handicraft system of production ?"
.
We shall pass over the disputable grounq of whether
or not such new beauty as the New York skyline can be
credited to the machine, and discuss rather the tone, the
I~rger tendency of this very common liberal attitude.
Such a narrow, wftrped" and pessimistic line of reasoning explains why so many bourgeois idealists are taken in by,
the program of the fascists. For the fascist program is
always ~nd everywhere a prograin of regressioh toward a
sentimentally glorified past-the Rome of the Caesars, the
Age of Nordic Purity, the Theocracy of Thor and Odin, or
the Holy Roman Catholic Empire-a program of deny-i-ng
our machine-made potential abundance and d~stroYlng
wealth in order 'to produce an artificial scarcity (which in
the past was real)-a program of curtailing and even sup-"
pressing scientific research (except in the field of·war prep- .
arations) lest the results increase ,our "too-great" productive facilities (though 70 per cent of our people "enjoy" a
sub-decent standard of living) -.;a program of raising artificial national barriers at a time when improved communication and distribution had reduced our earth to the proportions of a single clan-a program of reviving and exciting
to ~;renzy
the
destructive racial, national, sexual, and relif
.
¢

"

.~
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gious prejudices just as they wer~ about to die of sheer
inanity.
.
The fascist fallaby is the bourgeois-idealist fallacy. It
is to assume that 'man can reach for the ideal aspects of the
past without being overwhelmed by its .material disadvantages, that the human race can regress without committing
suicide. : Both mistake machines, the chief agents of our
progress, for agencies of destructiori_. Why?
Simply because, up to the_present, in capitalist countries, the machine has never been generally used as a timesaving and energy-saving device, but primarily to ,accumu~ate profits for its owner. The time it saved was not converted into opportunity for t~e producers to create beauty;
it was converted into money, power, for the non-productive proprietor. The energy· saved was energy not for the
producer's necessary margin over and above the requirements of utility; again it was power, competitive advantage,
for the non-prod~cer.
.Not the use .of the machine, ~but its misU8.e, was the
destructive and"; stultifying agent. AU .the savings of the
machine accrued 'to the .uncreative monopolists
power.
Could we expect that they would use these savings chiefly to
produce beauty? Even if they had wished, they could not.
They were constantly under competitive pressure, under
threat of extinction by otber proprietors. Men in constant Ii .
danger of drowning do not use their surplus time and energy to tell folk..,tales or Mve wood. They use it to· fight,
to keep afloat. So. it was that the savings of the machine, :
were alm~st entirely dissipated in conflict-the primary, .
endless, day-to-day struggle· against the producers who
craved a share of the machine's savings-and the secondary,
iporadic, but more spectacularly destructive warfare
against non-productive competitors.
Analyses of this phenomenon mayditfer, but the fact
remains: the savings of the machine, which· could be ideally
. exprted. to provide ever greater leisure for th~ production
I

•
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of beauty, actually were, in th~ tough realities of class-division and competition, misused and mostly squandered in the
appalling wastefulness of wars for private profit. Instead of
more leisure for all, there waslliinfinitely less. Where onceas even today in such semi-feudal countries a"s Mexicopeople had time to embellish articles of daily use, now they
toiled day and night, men,· women, children, to pile. up profits
for a proprietor. For themselyes they could only just ~eep
life alive without the least embellishment. As for the few
non-producers to whom accrued the necessary leisure, their
lifelpng competitive battles had trained them to contentment
with the tokens of victorious survival-superfluous power
and unbeautiful luxury. They rather sneered at beauty,
which had contributed nothing to their security, and being
idealists, they conceived
it as being in absolute
opposition to
.
,
utility; but in their old age they often wondered why, in the
midst of their luxurious comforts, they yawned.
As human consciousness was penetrated by awareness
of the horrible wastes of competition for the profit of, a
few, it gradually fastened on the possibility _of eliminating
them-of using instead of misuS'ing the machine-of producing for general use, for general benefit, iIistead of for
private accumulation-'for social time-saving and energysaving, instead of for wastipg, both time and energy in annihilative warfare.
"
This optimistic, progressive idea is today the only one
which can successfully oppose and defeat the id~alists' pessimistic regressive idea. In the realistic struggle for embodiment of this idea alone lies any hope for a restoration of
pervasive beauty to our surroundings', Regression is senility, despondency, cynicism, despair and death. Progression
via the path indicated by history will bring rejuvenatiOll,
hope, abundance, beauty and new life.
Noone informed on questions of production and distribution any longer questions the possibil,ity, with our present
facilities, of universal prosperity in the immediate future-
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once the waste and destructiveness of competition for profit
is eliminated-and only the most ,sentimental of idealists
questions its desirability. With its achievement will come :.,'
the golden age lof the folk arts., Once material and bodily [
needs have been satisfied and it is no longer necessary to >l
consume ti~e- 'and ene'~gy-saVin~s in fear-pr~mpted war- I
fare, attentIOn can agaIn, and' much more unIversally, be I'
applied to adding the increments of beauty to ~tiIitarian
products.' With all men producers and none to monopolize I'
power or threat¥n the general security, the'utility of beauty
will be recogni~ed. Gone will ~e the arti~cial opposing of
usefulness to ~mbellishment. Indeed, all the false and
,forced contradictions conjured up by bourgeois idealism to
protect its monopolist system of production will long since
have disappeared.
This line of reasoning is no longer mere theory. It is
, ) not accidental,that the greatest revival of 'the folk-arts
( today is going Q.n in'the only country which has'~eliminated
competition for:private
profit.• Yet the_ Russian folk renais,
II>
sance gives but the merest hint of what is coming; for the
Soviet' power h~s by no means yet brought universal pros-')
perity (nor can it, so long as it must keep armed tothe teeth '"
against the threat of competitive capitalistic powers). In,;,
deed, the standard of living in the Soviet Union is still, in
spite of incredible progress, far below ours, and will be for
some time to cQme. A centuries-long heritage of squalor '
and black ignorance is not isloughed off over night. But the
important advance the Russians have made is to cut away
at a stroke the idealistic solutes which divided beauty and
utility. We hear mostl about the economic features of '
their Five Year Plans, ' nd little about the equally important cultural features. The Soviets are not only building
factories and making s oes and ships and sealing wax, but
.they are subsid"izing, mo e generously than any Medici could
dream, artists from a hundred racial minorities; they are
~

'I

I

I

I

I
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encouraging the production of, and establishing markets for,
folk-products from every corner of its vast territory.
I repeat: this is only a beginning. Markets for beauty
cannot be very broad until the majority of the people have
reached such ~ level of economic prosperity
as to 'be able to
,
chose between the abundant and ugly and the rare and
)beautiful. Yet even now gaily painted and carved toys from
remote corners of Russia are sold' as far away as San' Francisco, the Georgian theatre plays in its native tongue in Moscow, Russian gypsies perform their folk dances throughout
the Union, folk epics are not only being coliected and set .,
down from the past but are being created in the present, and
the'Revolution has,been hospitable to folk music even if only
to incorporate it into its resounding marching son~ More
than thirty alphabets have been devised for langua es that
formerly had none, so that in the process of moder ization
the best in the racial traditions of the folk might not be lost.
Indeed, the whole cultural policy of the Soviets, summadzed
in the slogan, "A culture national in form anti socialist in
content," is one consciously aiming at the fullest possible
development of the cultural heritage of the hundreds of
national minorities of folk composing the Union. Folk traditions are combated only when they obstruct the main task
of ending the exploitation which would make cultural development impossible.
Pessimism about the future 'bf regional culture here in
capitalist America, here in capitalist New Mexico, is entirely
justified so long as the idealists cling to their fondness for
a society founded on competition for private profit-so long
as they espouse a realistic program for the destruction of
those decaying foundations, and for the construction of a
social order founded o.n the freest and fullest use of creative
facilities. Sincere seekers of a more gracious life must resolutely oppose all reactionary tendencies, all proposals to
regress, toward however glamorous a past, and just as resolutely press for realistic solutions that will allow us to go
forward.
!
,
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A return to the past is, for the fofk, a t:et "rn to slavery. I:!'
Freedom for the folk to create, if we are willitg to fight for "
it against est~blishedprivilege, lies just ahead. No problem
today can be solved locally. For better or worse, the world
has become a clan.·.
j
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Questions in Early Spring
By IRENE FISHER
What is the name of the color
Of the willows by the river
In the winter?
A misty purple tangled deep
Within the tawny russet branches' ...
A blue without a name.

.
What is the name of the color
Of the river flowing by
Under the sunbright s~y?

r

A blackish silver sparkle
In the rushing clear snow water ...
Lilt of color, undertone of sadness'
. What are they saying to each otper,
The bushes and the river,
Where the willows meet the spring?

[ 48]
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The Golden Trail .of Cimarron
By

SIDNEY SNOOK
I,

away in aNew Mexi~o mountain pass there lies rt· .
what surely must be oIie bf the most beautiful spots'
in the world. "It is an avenue of gold, a radiant trail lead- ...
ing through Cimarron Canyon to ancient and picturesque
Taos. Time is an: important element in the beauty of this
spot. It :must be imid-October when the aspen trees have
turned a bright yell~w. The road down through the canyon
rises and: falls be$een shimmering walls of yellow leaves.
Sunlight {tom an astonish'ing]y bright b.1ue sky above, New
Mexico'B.-famous sky, filters through in a clear stream.
There may be times when a yellow leaf is just a yellow
leaf; but not these aspen leaves. Each has a glistening light
~ as though it had been dipped in some bright eternal dew.
!
Massed together, they form a shining golden.wall on either
side of the- canyon. Against this luminous background are
occasional patches of dark greeh, a green so dark It is almost
-I ,
black, which are scattered spruce trees. And here and there
is a sharp note of the red mountf),in maple.
! '
Somber words in black and white cannot capture the
I
beauty of, it; ~he paint brush of Taos' own arti~ts'can come
near doing. it.
Taos: odd and intQresting, lies at the end of this -radiant
trail, an~ 'what a delightful experience is the first visit
there: to Ibehold· for th~ first time the little adobe houses:
whichsp~awl over the hillsides like happy children out _.in.
the warmI
Isunshine;
the charmingly crooked gateways; and
·
;.
. the flami~g scarlet mantles-whic~ are peppers hung, up to
dry-flun~ across the fences. Except for the sun-baked tan
of its mu~ streets and its adobe h01{Ses, there is homonotonous sam~ness about Taos. If one wants irregularly placed
windows ~r crooked gates, vivid splotches o.f color o.n doo:wa:y or g~tepost, a sky blue house, or anythIng else that hIS
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own particular fancy dictates, he may have it, convention to
the contrary.
.
Small wonder that artists find Taos a fertile field of inspiration. They 19ve it. Indeed, talking with tHem for
scarcely more than.a few minutes, you learn for a certainty
that they'think it the most beautiful and delightful spot in
the world. M~ny ~reations of their brush attest to their
love of it. And how they reseJl.t the encroachment 'of socalled civilization on their beauty spot. To them it mea-ns
destruction of Nature's handiwork and is branded as no less
than sacrilege. Gasoline filling' stations, flambpyant billboards, and hot"dog stands spell desecration. No man has
the right to mar its loveliness with tourist cabins! Some of
them maintain vehemently that there should be a few places
in the world left untrodden by the broad boots of commercialism and that such hideous things as follow in the train of
the merely practical-advertising signs, picnic parks, wire
fences, and roadhouses-prostitu~beauty and art. ~
While there are among the artists those who hotly defend this position, there is still a hint of commonplace commercialism,; but it is somehow undercurrent. The grocery
stores and filling stations and curio shops designed to catch
the roving tourist eye glimmer away, and the beauty and
charm which belong distinctively to Taos are uppermost.
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Love of the Evening Primrose"

I

By ATHENA MOORE

I,

I

'

~usk ha$ walked with us

,
Ipto th~ deep of a fragrant wood.
Our hearts swing open
1 And the door of day is shut.
i
We rest:
!

i

4nd as i slowly stoop my head
'110 the sweet stigma ot your lips,
'Iihat honeyed cradle of;my golden pollen,
I i feel your soft· whiteness
aathed in the starry t*ilight
Gently creep up and e~iCirCle me,
Holding
. me there till awn.

r

'

'-

I
I
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I

I
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Secure
By LLOYD FRANKENBERG
J

I had many legs that pulled me many'ways
But slowly out of danger; then I said
I am not safe abroad, I shall sltay where I am.
My head spun and my little heart looked out,
My little heart, and hugged itself to see
. Pitfalls for little feet, and crawling danger.
"

A June-bug lit and looked at me, a toad
Never blinked his eyes. I shut them out.
Now darkness and the beating heart, now darkness
And feet that have not rest upon the walls.

. [ 52]
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The Great White Gods-Eduard. Stucken-Translated from the German by Frederick H. Martens-Illustrated by a. GlintenkampFarrar and Rinehart, New York, 1934-$3.00.

""

.

An epic appears on the horizon of historical literature
"amidst the flood of. many works from many' publishing
houses. It is a panoramic super-spectacle of the Spanish
invasion of MexicbJ and the conquest of the barbaric Aztec
cult~re of the NeW World.
.
It is truly a l~ty yafn of the conquest of Mexico that
Eduard Stucken has written, which has been translated in
an easy, clear, arid simple style, by F. H. Martens. And H.
Glintenkamp has caught the spirit of the volume and added
much to it with a series of wood cuts.
This historical novel has been written from the inter-"
pretative viewpoint. The reader is given the essential meaning of what happened rather than a presentation of dates
and facts, uninterpreted. The materials, which have been
selected skillfully, hav~ also been arranged in such patterns as to show the significance and real import of the
recorded happenings. The plot; which may be described as
'"'sweeping," certainly sweeps along of its own momentum as
the author 'unfolds his interpretative account of the Aztec
civilization in the early sixteenth century and of the war of
Cortez against ¥ontezuma and his nation. III this rousing
.tale, in which ,the ambitions Spaniard is matched against
the cruel ~nd ruthless Montezuma struggling for throne and
nation, on~ is engrossed in a study of a struggle for power,
which furidamentally is more than that, for it is a clash of
cultures.
Yes, The Great White Gods is much more than another
story of the leade:r;s of the Spaniards and the Mexicans, the
victors and the vanquished. 'In this account, which is highly
entertaining, the women as well as the men who were inter-
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ested in this conflict of civilizations are considered. After
Cortez and Montezuma, ~Iarina, the native girl who was of
much help to the Spaniards, and likewise Alvarado and
Sandov~l, figure promin~ntly in the booK. For the author
has successfully portrayed the spirit of the times lin his
analysis of the bloody irivasion of the Spanish into. Mexico,
.those sanfe Spanisp. who tried to convince themselves at least
that they were crusaders while they satiated their love of
. adventure and lust for wealth. All the pageantry of the
old Aztec courts; Aztec customs and traditions: extravagances, blood sacrifices, and mystic rites, are revealingly
told.
In this epic of the clash of cultures in Mexico both
Spaniards and their foes emerge through a period of war·
and ceremonials in their true and lifelike colors.
"
ALBERT A. ROGERS.

University, Virginia. i
Rico, Bandit and Dictator-Antonio de "'Fierro. Blanco-Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1934.

Rico, Bandit and. Dictator is a title that promises-and provides-blood and thunder. But in it violence· and
romance are edged with stinging satire. It is a picture of a
Spanish-Ameri~an country under th~ rule of a bandit-dic,:,
\ tator, who carries in his veins the blood of .the Hapsburgs
and of the peorlle of the Crimson Bird, who mingles legends
of Sibele and a belief in ghosts with comments on decadence
in an, and whQ in explaining his methods and theories of
go~ernment stabs with his satire not "only his own country
but the "Great Republic of the North."
.
The picture is hardly Utopian. Yet when at forty Rico
.disappears,
.
With a speed beyond that of the telegram or
fleetest runners, as if from voice to voice, through·
. unten~nted jungle and across mile-wide rivers, this
death shriek passed. The whole nation wept. ~ts
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Gold~n Age had :, gone.

No longer would justice
rule.! No longer: would vice be controlled.' So it
had never been before; so it could never be again.
"Ric~ is dead!" cried voices everywhere.
,
The Flame, Antonio de Fierro Blanco's earlier creatio~,
rode on, ~lis tobacco chewing hinny into our hearts. Rico
leaves olir hearts unhlOved. "But in the same whip-like
phrases -{vhich gave ~he pages- Qf The Flu'me their sting
comes the', same ,edge!, satire, having this time ,a~ contemporary taliget. Few hases of our cont~mporary scene escape-nei~her Chambers of Commerce, itpr police, nor the
free press, nor school teachers on vacatiort nor ~ocieties for
the Prevention of CrU!elty to Donkeys. Ruthles,s, yet with
tongue in eheek, this' young Rico, a bandit in his teens:rand a
dictator i~ his twentie$, shapes his lawless' dominion to rigid
discipline. If many go the "way of the buzz;ards," what of
that? Beifer, he~says that many innocent die than that one
. guilty perE~on escape, and a man who is willin~ in war time
to die for lthe defeDse of hi~ borders, should be willing in
peace tim~ to die for the civil welfare.,.
~
- When'he finds that travel leads· women to'uSeless spend- .
ing, he lis~ens to the plea of th~ir husbands and puts a stop
'to it.
'
Therefore I Quild no roads, and my, countrY
has p,tospered and is contented and happy. By
harsh Icommands, ~o be healthy, to be rich, I should
only nilake them unhappy ... What does it profit a
peopl~ to have 'ne~ wants thrust upon them •.. ?
The men in hIS army are allowed to 'wear the captured
"gold lace ~ the enemy" officers" and'there is no ill effect on
of- his o~ army-though, like Rico, his omthe discipline
!
cers wear ~plaiIi u~dr~s unifor.m.
.'
'
"If th¢ soldi~rs do fnot know their officers without gold
lace and sijl,rs, I shoQt the officers for neglect 'of duty." i
He does away with legal methods of collecting, d~bts.
Credit the* can be offered only on the ~asis of chatacter,
and characWr becomes by necessity a man's chief ass~t. '
i
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All laws are abolished and then re-established one by
OIie as the people become sated with crime and join in reacti1n frOIp it. At last even a lost horseshoe i~ picked up on
~e street and turned in to the authorities,. and a woman can
w~lk unmolested through a thousand p1iles of jungle. Rico
f~els that murder too will soon become undesirable.
I
.
j Around Rico are men and womeTh drawn with the color'
W)hich went into the making of the minor cha:t;acters of The
Journey of the Flame. There is Ishmael, faithful, 'his
hand ~n his sword, ready tofdraw if a woman we~ps, since
in the lure of women's tears danger might lie for Rico.
There is the Woman of Atlan, thin and cruel, who rules her
jungle tribe with the iron hand of a female Rico, and whose
tribesmen form Rico's bodyguard. Most poignant is the
Ugliest Woman, who serves Rico faithfully and well as Ilis .
secretary and as diplomat, and who loses both him and her
life by loving him. These people are made from the stuff
of glamour and violence. To their activities the tales of
Sibeleand of the Silent Ones of the jungle paths, even the
delightfully classified ghosts, give a strange and 'ancient
undertone.
The lash of phrase and sentence is that of the Journey
of the Flame, as- is the handling of each episode with Auick
surprise. When La Gloria !ties dying on a battlefield, Rico
stays with her.
~

"

i

No, one lies to a woman of necessity . . . but
to La Gloria, who had twice saved my life, and' who
lay dying because too brave on'my behalf, I could
not lie. Therefore I could only reply:
"Man love~ but once, and I loved my mother."
She raised her head and spat at me: at me who
for years had cared for her and to ease her passing risked my whole career.
,-

Two books of this ring have, come from the hand of
this author. Once more illustrations by' Alfred Ramos Martinez add distinction. And this jungle Hitler will without
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doubt slash witli his sword of satire a place for h~mself
beside The Flam'e ou. the per~anent shelf of our literature. .
FRANCES• GILLMO~.I
Tucson, Arizona.
!
- .i
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Fiesta in Mexico---.:Erna iFergusson-Illustrated by: Valentin'Yidaurreta-Alfred A. Kn9pt, 1934-$3.00.
I

Erna Fergussonflrites that all Mexican fiestas a~e different and all are ali e. Thei'r difference lies in the re1gional
interpretation forth occasion of a fiesta. To studYi these
regional interpretatiqns Miss Fergusson journeyed br any
means from a burro! to a crowded stage from the ~ropic ".,
verdure of TehuantJpec where stately women dance the
Sandunga to tpe higH, arid mountains of the Yaquis;i from
merry festival of
the Dead to
the
Lake Patzcuaro for the
I
'
'
remote tierra beyond jPuebla to see the ~lmost ext,incti~ying
feats of Los Volador~s. The sameness of fiestas lies, ~n the
ever-present crowds,lhappily interested crowds whos~ pre...
dominating colors are white muslin suits, blue rebosas and
I
'
I '
brown faces.
I '
Miss Fergusson'k deep knowledge of M,exican ~istory
ard g~o~aphygi.v~s fer book a valuable foundation. ~~ded
to thIS IS her VIVId account of fiestas as they are i gIven
today, their humor afd pathos, color, pageantry, and labove
all dramatic interest. Fiesta in Mexico is well written,i keen,
humorous and full Of~1excellept thumbnail sketches 0,f :l\1:exicans who make up a esta crowd. Her style shows gjrowth
in freedom and fluid·ty of- expression since Dancingl Gods
was written.'
.
Fiesta in Mexicoll is ~sp.ec,iall~ a .timely and infoll$ative
book to read this year, both on account of the growin~ number of tourists~who ~re becoming ,Mexico-conscious a~d~ because of the rumors qf an im,pending religious revolt. i Erna
Fergusson shows tha~ Mexico'is a paradox-a countrlv that
is largely in the hanf-craft era, yet one that has leafed to
I
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the advanced experiments in socialized ,education, economic
nationalism and agrarian socialism.
Since fiestas had religious observance as their original
purpose we may trace in Fiesta in Mexico the evolution of
religion there from the bloody Aztec rites to the national
celebrations of today. Four hundred years a&40 Cortez and
his soldiers and priests prohibited the pagan rites, which
included human sacrifice and nature worship' and substituted
the ritual and practices of the church of ltome. In the
chapter entitled ."The Sad Feast of Oaxaca" we see the Mexican government suppressing the outdoor processions in
honor of a patron saint, and attempting to substitute athletic
contests, revived folk dances and dramas and patriotic holidays. Fiesta in Mexico ,pictures this transitional stage and
makes us realize that we are living in an experimental time
when Mexico and Russia are offering an intellectual idelo-.
ogy ,of nationalism in place of the old. faith in intercession
through the saints.
Miss Fergusson says "Maybe these changes a're being
rushed .upon the people too fast. If in' four hundred years
they have not quite outgro\vn their pre-Cortesian faiths,
how can they change again in so short a time and forget
their Catholic saints? Mexicans do not move so fast." ..
But Mexico, once considered changeless, has changed
rapidly during the past twenty-five years. Fifty years from
now hi~torians may note the results of contemporary experiments in the changed pattern of Mexican fiestas and consequently Mexican life.
"
Santa Fe.

0

RUTH LAUGHLIN.

When Old Trails Were New, The Story of Taos-Blanch C. Grant- .
The Press of the Pioneers, 1934-$3.00.

The storY of Taos has been waiting' to be writte~.
Stories have been lived in Taos and written there, but the
story of the place itself has been waiting the. proper
biographer. That person has been found. Blanche Grant'§
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When Old Trails Were New might' be called the Ebcyclopedia of Taos, for into her story she has put the histob-, the
romance, the economics,. the psychology,. the symbol~sm, of
this famed N ew Me~ican plaza. Only one who speaIts with
special righ.t, the riiht of love and learning, for ~ lpcality
and its people, could dare to encompass so much. in ont book.
If there is a want in; the fulfillment of the design, it IS here
-that Miss Grant has joined many threads of intere~t with
some unevenness in the treatment. History, fiction, f~ct, are
a difficult stylistic bl~nd. But Miss Grant never allo1ws the
story to flag in vitality or in interest.'
i
In so rich a IDlrner, special anecd<1es, uniquel charact~s, particular events most worthy o~ note, ~are nJt easy
to select. !
The two ciitizens rhentioned on the dedicatidn
leaf,
.
'q
Kit Carson, greatest American' scout, .and Teresina Bent
Scheurich, Taos piorteer, stand out from the galaxy iin the
book. Here we meet names famous in .the story pf the
Southwest as well as in the story of Taos, names iwhich
blazon careers that are a cross-section' of the life ~f this'
province: the traders-St. Vra~n. and ,the Bents, ~~harl~s
(afterward governor) and WIlham; the trapper~BIlI
Williams, Kit Carson,' and Jim Bridger; the mililtarYKearney, I Doniphan,' Emory, Cooke; the. padres--C~tholic
Martinez~ Protestant Whitman; the traveler jour~i8ts
Ruxton and Garrard; the prospector and promoter-F1razier,
Bloomer,l and other~; the femme celepre-Madame jTules;
the artisr and cogjiescenti-Sharp, Philips, Blumen~chein,
Couse, Ltpjan, La~rence, and many others.
:
I
An dppendix holding reprints and translation'ofivaluable soutce material accompanies acknowledgmeJts of
authorities and editorial footnotes, among which oris the
eX~larant .annotation for "solemn scholars" Le., "~m.ithsonian Institute .m e
m"·
!
;
I
Doesn't Miss Grant sum up New MeXico in the
admirable words with which she concludes her book~

.....
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"The story must end"though much more could be writ-.
ten about our village in its land of dramatic clouds,.· vast
stillness and earthbound home~ Echoing the Past, Taos
grows steadily into a- more modern town and salutes the
Future, knowing full well that its beauty cannot wholly
fade" nor its history ever prove other than its most valuable
· ' ,,')
tal Isman.
T. M. PEARCE.
Albuquerque.
No Quarter Given-Paul Horgan-Harper and Brothers, New York,
1935-$2.50.

\

~

Paul Horgan, of Roswell, who wrote The Fault of
Angels, Harper prize novel for 1933, accom.plished a vein of
high comedy in his first novel.
In No Quu'rter Given, his second novel, issued by Harper and Brothers January 30, he writes high tragedy.
The story of Edmund ~bbey, brilliant and quick-fading
flower of genius, musician and composer, is the story of a
rqanwho could not compromise with life. No quarter was
to be given the artist in him in the everlasting war between
environment and creative n~eds.
In the telling of this story, the young author shows a
deepening insight, a warmer,'human understanding than in
his previous novel. In his analysis, both implied and stated,
of Georgia Abbey, the busy social wife, there is even an
understanding warmth in the judgments of her fluttering
inefficiency and self hypnosis.
.
,J .
Maggie Michaelis, actress who came to Santa Fe ~ recover from an involved heart; becoming the strength flnd
peace necessary for the composer to complete his symphony,
is a woman of reality and beauty. David, the stepson, is
appealing in his young effort :to conform realities to his
ideals.
When Mr. Horgan writes of the gente, he writes with
gentleness and genuine understanding. The story of Concepcion and het family, and of the party given by Maggie
for tfle simple Mexican vieju is warming.
.
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The chapter on th-e Corn Dance at Sapto Domingo is a
strong and authentic emotional description, and' man or
woman who has exp~rienced the death of some one heart..·
close, will feel the. poignant restraipt ~nd heart-breaking
. accuracy of the. homecoming of Maggie and David with
Edmund.
The story is laid chiefly in Santa Fe. . T:uberculosis is
treated in a straightforward way. It is not camouflaged in
pretty words; perh~ps the author has broken the taboo
existent in modern American ~iterature since the time of
O. Henry. .
~
The descriptive passages are among the' finest in modern writing; there is meticulous accuracy of detail combined
with the effect of cumulous particulars upon .the varied
characters in the story.

j

IRENE FISHER.

Albuquerque.
,

Spider Woman-Glaqys Reichard-The Macmillan Company, New
York, 1934-$3.50.

Spider Woman· will hold the inter~st of' scientist and
laYman alike.'
.
.Gladys Reichard went to •.White Sands in the Navajo
country as an ethnologist. The framework of the stQry
of Spider Woman is :based on a stpdy of the craft of Navajo
weaving. The authpr ;,spent many long hours learning the
process of making a) Navajo rug. She learned to set warp,
to weave at the pribntive loom just as the Navajo woman
weaves. And Sp.id~r Woman desc.ribes in exact detail and
with scientific accurflcy, the method or'weaving..
But the study of weaving 'is perhaps but the skeleton of
the book. The core and. life of SPider W O1rULn lies in the
sketches of the intimate life of the Navajo people. Dr.
Reichard has described with understanding their daily life.
. As she learned their crafts, and as she learned their language, she lived as one of the people. She knew their life
\

~
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from day to day in the hogan. It touched her 0'Yn life
deeply. She saw the desert country and the strange, alien
race through sympathetic' eyes. She saw a:nd understood
the intimate connection between the daily life of the Navajos and their religion'~
She saw the desert country
,
and the strange, alien race through sympathetic eyes. She
saw and understood the intimate connection betweep the
daily life of the Navajos and their religion. She saw how
the life of the Indian is integrated. Through the pattern of
their weaving, Miss Reichard found the pattern of their
lives.·
Of notable interest are Dr. Reichard's descriptions of
chants which the medicine men use to cure the sick. She
attended these curative ceremonies, and experienced for herself, at first hand, these fascinating rites.' She also expez;ienced the sand paintings,· which form' an integral part 'f
some chants, and, always relating back to the framework of
her book, weaving, she tells how the sand paintings are
sometimes used for rug patterns.
The book is cleverly designed, as a rug. patt~rn is designed. It is woven like creative and structural threads on
a loom. The author has made a valuable contribution to the
esthetic and ethnological literature of the Southwest.
(

>

DOROTHY HOGNER.

Croton-on-Hudson, New Yprk.
Trigge1-nometry; A Gallery of Gunfighters-Eugene CunninghamI . Press of the Pioneers. New York, 1934-$3.75.

A title with a smile is given to Eugene Cunningham's
new book, a smile to those who labored over the suggested
phase of mathematics and almost longed for a trigger. Risibles relax, however, qUiCklyt:enOUgh when one reads the v,olume, for it is full of darK Qght, yellow red flashes and the
ominous sound of falling odies, short whispers and the
beating thud of hQOfs dying in the silence of desert hills.
,
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Gunfighters, a whole gallery of them, are presented
and apologies or l:ialf vindications are made at the end of
pra¢tically every chapter, so that one feels that the author
really meant to nominate his chosen pistolmen for a sort of
Hall of Fame. This comes as a shock, for truly' thes~ men
of a past long gone were just murderers! Careful reading
shows that a great admiration of "twinkling" hands of marvel9us speed and.,of fearless daring, foolhardy or otherwise,
was the basis of the spirit lying back of the author's many
years of painstaking
research.
.
..
Among the men who scorned the law from 1860 to 1900, .
men with "thumbs a-quivering" on pistol hammers, itching
feet steady for the moment beCause the' owners were "just'
wantin' to kill," was first grim Bill Longley, he of the huge
body and deadly skill" with a six-shooter. Tpen comes~the
man, hated by Longley, Wesley Hardin, "his rival in the
Smoky Seventies for top-honors at gun-slinging." Hardin,
who "looked too completely the inexperienced 'youngster of
good family," could kill relentlessly and was the terror of
Abilene, cowtown of the long-horn trail days and rendezvous
·of wild men. His gun was; for. very truth, "chain.:.lightnin'
and claps of thunder." So was that used by Ben Thompson, "the square-jawed, thickset
. Wizard of the Pistol."
,.."Later, Billy the Kid's 'tun roared in :ruthless ·crime.
. , To such men, the author quite fairly attributes courage,
loyalty, and good humor, but seems to forget that:)psychologically, those traits often belong to and are purposely cultivated by criminal minds. To sYmpathize with killers because of this cleverness of theirs or to belittle and well nigh
to forgive them on the plea of th.eir being "products of the
times" might .lead to forgetting the quick, forceful men who
were' the very backbone of every western community as it
grew law-conscious and from whom .gunmen fled.
Mr. Cunningham, however, has not forgotten. He
glories in the steady nerve of "Billy" Breakenridge and his .
,account of the deeds of this ,one-tiJIl~ deputy of Tombstone f
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keeps the reader forging ahead i~ the book of many thrills.
UnswerviJlgly standing for the law was Breakenridge, as
brilliant a shot as the men with the "icy eyes." But there
was the other type, part criminal, part officer, like "Wild
Bill" Hickok, of whom the author writes, "The actual Hickok
has been all too often l~t,in the haze of myth and legeI1d"a statement any historian is glad to note. One enjoys the
explosions in that chapter on the marshall who once strutted
along the streets of Hays. Later, one nods with approval
again ·at the condemnation of the Apache campaigns in the Southwest of which "no white American has reason to be
proud."
"
f
The ~whol~ 'book revives the old query-which"is
stro~lger in life, heredity or environm~nt? Here the latter
crowds hard to the fore, yet, when the reading
is done, who
.
does not turn back to that impelling picture of Billy the
Kid's mother, ,. wom~n with st!angJ1'eadable eyes?
.

•

Taos.

~

•

BLANCHE

C. GRANT.

.,

Chant of the Night-C. Kuipers-Zondervan Publishing Company,
Grand Rapids, 1934-$1.25.
~

Chant of the Night is the second novel by C. Kuipers
to be published in 1934. The first, Deep Snow, dealing with
the pueblo of Zuni and the life of a group of American missionaries there, was published last Spring. .The second
novel, the scene of which is also Zuni, appears this winter.'
Its plot, too, is the conflict and harmony in the home of the
Ashiwi between the Jesus-road and the Zuni-road. In this
second book, the reader feels again the culture roots of this
most vivid of the PueblO tribes, roots which grip not only
the present Middle Place of the World, shadowed by Toa
Yallone, the holy mou~tain, but sink nurture-drawing veins
into the time and thought wozpbs of a long past, from which
the passing of the·~easons calls legendary influences in mask
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and daI!ce to portray _forces good and evjl, behavior right
and wrong, food for blessing and curse.
_The thread of narrative this time is nqt so dramatic as
/' the climax of Deep Snow, when Koshe, ~uni boy, battled
. snow drifts and cold carrying typhoid serum to Chin Lee,
; where She-with-the-MeIlow-Voice was isolated with her ill .
and' feeble old grandmother. Quieter episodes are the struggle between physician apd witch-doctor to save a Zuni child,
the visit up Toa Yallone to the sacred shrine of the Ancients,
the theft of jewelry fr<\m th~ mission and t~e injurious
suspicions of the innocent, convert and pagan alike. But
just as engrossing as before are the descriptions of Zuni
ceremonies-the Rain Dance and the Stick Raee, the faithful record of Zuni temperament in the old convert Tumaka,
, and the young pupi'I, Ametoian, who came near the martyr's path. on the Jesus-road.
,
Mr.. Kuipers successfully writes a good-ostory and an
intelligent interpretation of Zuni life and thought in spite
~f the restrictions which are Imposed by the missionary
point, of view.
,T. M. PEARCE.

Albuquerque.
i

<l!

The St01"Y of the Sp~nish Missions of the Middle Southw~st-Frank
C. Lockwood-Fine Arts Press, Santa Ana, California, 1934$4.00.
•
" .

This companion book to the autl),or'sWith Padre Kino
on the Trail is the most attractive and authoritative guide to
the famous Kino Chain of Missions in Arizona and Sonora,
Mexico, which has been published. With Padre Kino on the'
Trail (University of Arizona publication, January, -1934)
dealt with the part~played by Padre Eusebio Francisco Kino,.
chain of missions in the
Spanish pioneer, in building
Southwest in. the late Seventeenth and early Eighteenth
Centuries. The present book, after briefly tracing the life
of Father Kino, is' a detailed description of each of the

a

;,

-,
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twenty-five sites where missions were built, and where, in
some cases, churches are still .standing.
Lockwood has spent more than ten years in the preparation of this and its cOIl1lpanion book, both in literary
research, and in travel. He has visited the sites of all '
most of which are in Mexico; a few' in
missions in the chain,
•
Arizona. At all but three sites, he found churches or ruins.
Eleven of the churches are still in u~e as such, having been
restored by the Franciscans" in the early Nineteenth Century. In best condition of all was the San Xavier del Bac
Mission, only nine miles from the city of Tucson.
Described in the book are the geographical location of
each mission site, the early history of each site, and important events which have taken place there since the time of
the construction. It is arranged as a circuit in itinerary
form, so that the reader may, if he wishes, make the trip
himself.
Thirty beautiful full-page plates, some from photographs, others from old drawings or etchings, illustrate
i(
the book.
ROBERT E. WILSON.
Tucson, Arizona.
I

>

Mexican Cookboolv-Erna
N. M., 1934-$1.50.

~ergusson-The

Rydal Press, Santa Fe,

.

The adventurous temperament disclOses itself in a va"
riety of ways. To those 'who are adventurers of the palate
one would recommend their gustatory wayfaring lead them
to visit this hundred islands of gourmand delight, "Mexican
Cookbook."
When variety of food was limited to what was raiseg in
New Mexico, when equipment was at its simplest, and when
everything was done in the }(imgest and hardes~ possible way,
these recipes call}.e into existence.
They are,' however, designed for use in the most up-todate kitchen, and although the old, time cooks from whom
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Miss Ferguss6n obtained these recipes would scorn any use
of easier methods,' the results are said to be satisfYing to the
discriminating palate~
.
The old days belpnged to the period when there were
many hands to do th~ work, when time ambled instead of
. racing toward the horizon, and when meals were serious
occasions. Diets were unheard of, and arrwr was the only
legitimate excuse fdr lack of ap·petite.
It is interesting tp see how Miss Fergusson has- created
the flavor of these early days with an occasional phrase or
word or direction in' the recipes. The imagination, too, is
stimulated by the rust-colored designs in the l1bok done by
Valentine Vidaurreta, Mexican·· artist. The final, practical
touch is that the orange cloth binding of the book is washable; thus use and beauty combine in a manner satisfactot:y
to both.
IRENE FISHER.

Albuquerque.
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"Poetry
.

is the breath and finer spirit of all knowledge,"
wrote William Wordsworth in 179g. In America
at that time only the Amerind chant held the
poetic song which was to rise on this continent
Many voice£} is the harmony of our poetry today.
11). Ma:i THE QUARTERLY will print a special poetry
number.
Among the contributors will be:
Omar Barker, Witter Bynner, Ina Sizer Cassidy,
Alice Corbin, Irene Fisher, John Gould Fletcher,
Carey Holbrook,Siddie Joe Johnson, Norman,
Macleod, Elinor Lennen, J. B. MontgomeryMcGovern, Eugenia Pope Poole,' Harvena Conrad
Richter, George St. Clair, Maud Uschold. Also
stories and book reviews will be included;

)
)

\
I.

I

Mail subscriptions to THE QUARTERLY to the
University Press, Albuquerque, N. M. One dollar
the year.
Date ~
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f
JOHN GOULD FLETcHER/com ines 4th creative and criti~al literary genius. "On Mesa
Verde" represents the ustained excellence 'of his poetic treatment d significant
themes. As a compan on piece to his "Indian Song," which app red in THE
P' QUARTERLY for Februa
,'84, it belongs to the finest verse which t
Southwest
1 has given to American literature. "The. Man Beneath the Mountain,! a memorial
poem by Mr. Fletcher' to D. ~. Lawrence, was publis~ed in the Phi eta Kappa
t magazine, Ame1'ic1m ~cholar, in December, 1984. The forthcomin number of
1The We~tininster ReviJ3w, Oglethorpe University, Georgia, will contalin a critical
essay by him upon modern Seuthern poets.

t

t

I

•

T1E ECOf"0MIC ASPECTS OFI SOUTHWESTERN REGIONALISM.
"It ,fould be interesting to know bow much money from outside h
j in the Cotswolds, partly to preserve the unique charm of their dom
I ture."-J. B. Priestly, E'II.OliBh Jou:rneg. l'
I E'II.gliBh Jounte1l has a chap~ "To the Cotswolds" which frames
n economic
scene like the New Mexican, where village, farm~tead, manor, ~ built y hand and
. !
barrow, furnished by spindle and looD;l., lie next to the iron foundry. nd machine
I shop., Is the answer one"~uggested by Priestly? "It may be necess·
to oonisb
L
f from these hills thl1''mmer
realities of our economic life, to make t artificially
~., secure in its fairy
e of grey old stones and misty valleys • •. Ther will remain
a' countryside that '11 be able to give both body and spirit a holida •••" Mr.
Dudley Wynn, exc nge instructor, 1984-1935, in the Unfversity of ew Mexico
1
f
from New York uJtiversity, draws inconsistencies and presents
rriatives for
Dr. J. D. Clark, Ui iversity of New Mexico, and Mr. Philip Steve on, novelist
and playwright, of anta Fe, to a n s w e r . '
i
"New Mexico Mus 'Come Back' ~rough scientifi,c management," replies Dr.
Clark, -professor 0 Chemistry.
"Machines and sci ce must be part of another and larger reform,' replies Mr.
Stevenson.

I

'I..

1

I

EDNA SIMPSON holds a master's degree in English from Northweste
She has done gradbate work also at the University of 111inois: She
in New Mexico ~Ching extension work at Roy under the supervisio
Mexico Normal U ,'versity and the FERA.
•
s .

.

University.
at present
of the New

,

WI'M'ER BYNNER, GEORGE ST. CLAIR, NORMAN MACLEOD, IRENE FISHER are outhwestE!rn
poets whose names are familiar to readers of THE QUARTERLY. B ner, wbose
, home is in Santa fe, is at present in Mexico. Dr. St. Clair is heac;1 0 the English
'. Department at thi University in Albuquerque, from which Macleod s a graduate
• and one-time assiikant in English. Miss Fisher is a member of the Jrl'ribune staff
in Albuquerque. New poets to THE QUARTERLY pages are Norwyn Filson, Tuba
City, Arizona, Athena Moore, Albuquerque, New ,Mexico, Lloyd, rankenberg,
Provincetown, Masaachusetts,
editor of the Provi'II.Cetown Magazine.
.
,

.
SARAH CROXTON lives in Klamath Falls,

.

Oregon.

in TM

She has published

Southern Litera1 Review and THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY.
SIDNEY SNOOK has done newspaper work in Paducah, Kentucky.
is Rosiclare, l11inoi;•

H;r

home
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On Mesa Verde
(To I. S. C.)

By

JOHN GOULD
FLETCHER
.
.

I.

.

Is there a ':spot on earth,
Where time is not?
Naught but:theweathering of the sun
:rocks?
Across the
:
1
And the winds going
Like far..offechOes of an ocean storm
Through th~ old pinon branches
Dense as dark jade against these yellow cliffs?
Here is the place
Where canyons fill with heat;
'And the blue waste
Smoulders like turquoise under a sun-washed sky;
Intense and deep,
.
Holding ea~th still in its flight,
Winter on winter, month on month the same,
.,
Till centuries pass,
Monotonous beads suspended in one clear pool of flame.
II.

The wind, like old remote
Moanings of far-off seas,
Blows through the trees by day;
One does not see the wind:One Qnly hears its cry,
And after, endless silence
Surges back to tell
The wind that it must die.'
[3]
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Amid the jade-green jungle ..
Monotonously rocking, moaning to and fro,
The dead tree stands; its jagged frozen antlers
Thrust out, bone-white, unheedful of the trees .Swaying their fronded tbps
Luxuriously before the Wind.
~
The eery, whimpering cry
"i
That the live trees make
Breathes round but does not penetrate the dead tree's
paralyzed heart;
Dry coral in a sea of undulating tone.
0>

111.
The quarter-centuries drop,
Grains from a 'full ear of corn;
The world is made ,younger,
Man has mote things-to"
. say: ·
. There was one who once came here,
Not knowing how to hold his future,
He is long gone now,
The world would not walk his way.
,

i

'

,

Speeding, the age has pierced
Even his ultimate silence;
B,ut the pines and the junipers keep
-,....
Their bodiless drifts of low tone, .
•
That he heard as the dirge of a Viking,
A violin-sweep from the heart of the world;
Could he sing it? There was none there to listen
Now he comes, but to claim back his own.~

I
,

.

.,
A

I
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IV.
The purple Durango summits to the east,
The purple aulk"of Ute Peak west by south;
Between the~e two
The feathery carpet of green is still outspread.
Slashed at its southern edge
With wandering soundless canyons, sandstone-rimmed;
Like rivers licki~g up
The table-land of silence.
Q

Where the heart, free and 'high,
Looks out to south and se~s in ashen wastes,
'In a great ocean of mirages, grey, remote,
A ship that beats against the far blue ledge

a

Of the table-land; ghostly ship of stone
Blown through the ocean of. desert, cruising far;
I think its fre~ghtage must have been men's hopes
When life burned hotly here, in centuries forgot.

v..
The sunset's, hour has passed,
Scrawling its fading colour words across a turquoise
sky;
The moon keeps state
Above the Mesa Verde.
The crickets drone
,p
Across the moon their long-held fiddle notes;
The news of night
Breathes in the balsam scent of thick, unalterable, trees.
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Under the cl ff
The city sta ds, upbuilded once, now lost;
And ages pa s,
1.
'
The flapping of a bat's wings through blue space. "
Moon, long ago :
You moulded men like metal in your hands;
Copper and bronze,
Builder on cliff and coiler of the bowl; 1
b

-. All is run out <
Like snake-trails over the rock;
I think. YrU cheat. men, moon.
D'eath IS he only peace.

"

.

Moon like grey as'h
And coyote yapping in the night;
Weare hot coppery sparks
Blown out across blue 'space;
As the moon keeps
Above the Mesa Verde its solemn state,
Circle or bow,
Where the -ghost;canyons into darkness go.

J

)
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. The So~th~estern Regional Straddle
\

By DUDLEY WYNN
"
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. ,r

for the first time" into New Mexieo from the
industrial East,: the stranger will undoubtedly share
the enthusiasm of Southwestern people for the Southwest.
He will see, and ultimately will become fascinated by, -the
beauty and the strangeness of the land and the people.
After he has been to, Santa Fe, has seen autumn sunset on
the- western bluff of the Sandia Mountains, has seen rainclouds darken the blue over red-walled mesas, has seen.
Acoma and Tome and the Corn Dance at Santo Domingo
-he will be moved to exclaim that here in' the Southwest
is what the rest of America 'has been looking for: freedom.'from the standardization, industrialism, and weary sophistication of the more populous sections of the country. On
. second thought, how:ever, he will temper enthusiasm by
calm observation; that is, he will begin to consider the Anglo
in A.lbuquerque as well as 'the Spaniard in remote- villages .
or the Indian in pueblos. And then he will know immediately, almost instinctively, that th~ three elements have not
fused.
Anglo culture in the Southwest is just as it is everywhere. Indian dances and Spinish fiestas are strange wonders-and valuable, because they attract tourists. But as
far as the newcomer ~ can see, the ordinary Anglo is' little
more civilized, less blaitant, or less confident of his own noisy
progress because of hls contact with the two more gracious
cultures. If the :stra~ger use his experience of the Southwest as a basis for ,generalizing, he will probably arrive at
some such conclusion as this: '''Wherever the Anglo goes he
takes his machines and his standardization with him; and
he i~ everywhere abundantly, .overwhelmingly triumphant.
No beauty, no t>ictur~squeness: and no other 'way of life,
today seem able to st~nd against this triumphant levelling,
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this triumph$t spread of purchasable pleasures' and com-·
forts which $0 often plunge mind, and soul
, into oth."
Whether or not the truth contained in this reftectio is a
totally sad or deplorable one is, for out present purpos' , not
important. The point is that 'the truth of this reft tion,
tile undeniabl~ fact of this levelIing, makes one belley, thllt
the best that rcan be dorie for the Indian and Spanisr element in NewlMexican life is to give them, 1;>efore th are
,totally destroyed, some kind of protected isolation, here
they may be studied by antiquarians and diJIletantes. They
have little rel,evance for life today, as life is going-a least
no lllore relevance o~ significance than any other a cien~
civilization. ,J
,..
Now, the ordinary person in the Southwest"-can e forgiven his uncritical ~nthusiasm for the Southwest, b ause
the oEdinary person iin any section of our country,. ould
prize highly fhe treasure 'of uniqueness that the Sou west
possesses. Not to be so easily forgiven are those w iters,
artists, and critics who remain content to luxuriate' this
uniqueness without ever facing the problem of the r lation
between these strange ways of life and life as it g es on
•
elsewhere. The Regionalists of the Southwest--the 'iters,
critics, artists, all w~o us~ the Spanish and Indian c ltufes
as material tor their art or their criticism......:..can j~,~ly be
<;harged with a futile romanticism which grows mor ' futile
every day. Five to ten years ago, when merely to p actice
an art or to ,profess an interest in anything artist~c as to
defy Babbitt and Mammon and announce to the worl 'one's
,intellectual stand, the 'program of the Regionalists w more
ot.-Iess, defined for them. 'But 'now, wnat the Southw~ st has
to offer is I1retty generally known; the, material h s been
mined and classified.. and presented to the world. It· snow
time for intrrpretation. Southwestern Regionalism, is. not,
I believe, assuming this task of interpretation. Perh ps the
first step in the task will have to be finding some hoI, in the
Anglo armor where.-a concept of non-:-utilitarian val es can
"

t;
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get in. But Southwestern Regionalists seem hardly to be
aware yet of-the Anglo's ways, of the tremendous gap, for
example, between Spflnish an4, Indian hand-craftiness (to
borrow a term from Mary Austin) and the American contempt for such 'slowness and precision. In short, Southwestern Regionalism ha~ no social program, and thIs means that
it has no program for' maintaining or preserving the values
it prof~sses to admire~ Furthermore, it has no program for
encouraging the acceptance of these values. Worse $till, it
has not even considered whether or not the values it admires
can possibly be integrated ,into the prevailing Anglo culture. Since the death of Mrs. Mary Austin, there is no
strong, assured voice! (that 'this writer knows of) to interpret, or to encourage the acceptance of, the values that inhere in the two pre-4,nglo cultures of New Mexico. Mrs.
Austin was keenly.aware of what'our Anglo ~ulture needed
and of what contribution Spaniard and Indian-Spaniard
and Indian of present-day
Mexico, as well as of New MexI
ico---could make; but she seems to have left no articulate
disciples. True, there are numerous writers who can portray the beauty of the, Indian dance or Spanish folkways, or
the romantic glory of that era of ruggedest individualism,
i the era of the cowboy-but there is no one who ~an quite
r-eonvince us of the· rel~vance of these .beautiesand glories to
lour present.:.day life. Every regional movement that has
i flourished in America has lived on the conviction that the
I uniqueness of its region offered some artistic or cultural
lesson for the rest of the country. A vigorous regionalism
is very much concerned with' interpreting itself to the rest
of the co.untry and 'jVith asserting its peculia"r values as
values worthy of acceptance by the rest of the country.
This lack of interpretation, this lack of a program, this un-'
concern for making i~s own values prevail are the measure
of the failure of Regionalism in the Southwest. And ail
these failures, perhaps, are- due to one thing: not enough
concern for the Anglo culture.

'j

"
.!
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For"many years it has ~een the cry of our c.ritics that
- the culture prevailing in the United States since, let U,' say,
1860, is a way of life hostile to art and thought. Even jorse,.
it is a way of life hostile to the slow growth of rich fol ' ays
and folkart which have tlreir finest flowering in grea~ conscious _art and in men of genius. Despite all the vigoJ that
life in the United States has manifested from the begi' ing,
almost all critics today are willing to concede that, cult rally
and spiritually, it is among the very least satisfying w ys of
. life. Perhaps the most distressing single element in
culture is the low level of taste ptevailing in matters litt:rary
and artistic-in short, our extreme vulgarity. Our clllture"
has achieved with amazing consistency thrOUgh~t allphases !>f our national me what Van Wyck Brooks has, ailed
"the apotheosis of the low-brow." Our pioneer h "tage,
the vast~e~s of our lan~ an'd the spa~seness of poputti~n,
the necessIty of our settIng. our land In order, before egJnning to live in it-all of these excuses may explain, bu they
do not console" And to say that the dissatisfaction 'f our
highbrows is only the disease of sophistication is not
rid
them of the disease. After all, the' dissatisfaction is
general and too wide-spread to be charged solely to person idiosyncracies; it piagues too many types of great mind, -th~
Liberal mind, as in John Dewey, or the Conservative mind,
as in Irvin Babbitt, or the Poetic mind as in George anta-·
yana. Truly, the dream of Whitntan-'the dream of a trong
race, building and singing, releasing the individual to the
highest self-expression man had yet attained-'has turned
out to be a nightmare.
. , J,
What to do with this Anglo culture-on a broad scale,
within the last two or three ,decades it has be~ome aq, estion
of what to do with the culture of Western Europe: is the
great question today. It is not solely an economic qu lStion;
the problem is not only that there is injustice an blind
stupidity in our economy; the greater problem for th' critic
and the literary man is that 'Qur culture seems to h ve lost

0'f

I
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Its grip on its sustaining idea, seems to be capable of breed-

ing, in the sensitive artistic mind, only a bleak disenchantment, and in the philos~phical and critical mind, only confusion and bewilderment. Even in the popular mind are
weariness and fright. The problem is hardly less pressing
in Santa Fe and Albuquerque than in Dubuque, or Cleveland,
or New York. But one is tempted to say that' there is less
consideration of this problem In the Southwest'than in other
sections of theUnit~d States that have not such colorful
resources to turn to in an attempt to forget the problem.
What to do with Middletown-how to give life again
to the inhabitants· of Middletown. That is the question.
There are,· I believe, two movements in the United States
today which. frankly face this question. The first is Communism. On its political side, Communism is a crude enough
thing, and yet it has an overwhelmingly consistent logic.
If one stands for the right of the middle class, in the French
Revolution, to wrest power from its tyrants (and that without any consideration of the graces bestowed upon life by
the tyrants), then one must ~t least tolerate the claim of the
proletariat to t:tte right to wrest power from its tyrants.
Once the lid is takea off authority, you have to admit the
right of everybody ~o get out who can get out. ' The line
from Luther's revolt'to the middle class revolt to the proletarian revolt is· as straight (logical) a line as there is in
history. Those who have learned to tolerate the American
and French Revolutions because they lie comfortably in the
'.
,past, but who shudder at the idea of collectivism because it
is grounded in a "sordid materialism"-those persons have
simply forgotten Voltaire, Diderot, Coridillac, Tom Paine, .
William Godwin, and even the poet Shelley. Everything we
have called "advance" since the Renaissance has been the
work of "sordid materialists"; in this respect, Communism
,has a quite respecta~le ancestry. The "menace" of Coml

1.

Middletown is Anyto-,n.

by Robert S. and Helen M.

L~nd

See Middletown: A Study in CO'TItemporary
(New York. 192!l).

Cu~ture,

$
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munism is not the menace of a few underfed, overe ited
misfits; the "menace" of Communism is the menace !f an
extremely logical development working itself out to a I ~ .cal
end. On its political side, Communis'm must not· be u derI

t.

estimated~

On the literary and critical side, Communism i the
United States is perhaps more vigorous than on its po'·tical
side. Among an increasing number of critics, the Co . I un- ~
istic divining-rod and measuring-stick are being used more
and more.' To nam'e only two examples, within the lasti' hree
years two works on American literature -have appear d, by
V. F. Calverton and Granville
Hicks. In these wor ' , all
,
literature is more or less judged by the criterion
- of w, ether
or not it contributes to social amelioration, that is, wether
or not it recognizes the class struggle in America an furthers the ultimate victory of the submerged. Mo and
mo~e critics, not all of them definitely aligned with p 'litica!
Communism, have accepted the Communist tenet tt:tJIt the
literary and artistic problem is at bottom only a soc' I and
economic problem. "Is culture stagnant, tqinking futile,
and art a courtezan to ill-got wealth ? Well, then, so ve the
economic problem. And as long as that problem is' I solved
any work that does not contribute to its solution i nathema." So work the minds of many critIcs, causin I many
other critics to'tear their hair, so violent 'a. misappre I ension
of art it is. But whatever our opinion of this rule-of thumb
criticism, it must be admitted that the outright Cdm unists
and their Liberal sympathizers are aware of one tr h that
Regionalists have always insisted upon even when th y have '
not acted upon it: that a culture is rooted in econo ic and
social conditions; it is a whole way of life and not ad embellishment paid for out of surplus earnings and prov ded ,by.European musicians and American authors expatt~ ted in
Paris. Communists have looked upon the America ~~ scene.
The cure, they say, for the cultural apathy is to ge rid of .
the apathy
. of belief concerning the fundamentalS10f eco~

I

\
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nomic and social. organization. Theirs is a program that
goes deeply and meets the modern -issue squarely.
At the very Jopposite pole from the Communist movement is Southern Regionalism, or Agrarianism. Agrarianism-'is an integrated Conservative movement which is thoroughiy cognizant' of the cultural decadence wrought by
industrialism and the concept of progress. The Agrarians
hope to resist the industrialization of the South. They hope
. to re-establish in the South the economy and the manners of
the Old South.' They take a determined stand against progressand 30cial amelioration, holding that in the Old South
the aristocracy, imbued with the concept of nobless oblige,
really achieved for everybody a more satisfactory life than
is ordtnarily achieved by industry in a democracy. Mr.
Allen Tate, most rabid Agrarian of all, would have the
South disavow its whole post-Reformation heritage, and
resume the tradition of feudalism, with absolute Divine
Authority in Church and societY. The end of such a society
as the Agrarians hope to recapture is not the production of
geniuses and artists but the production of a general high
level of 'manners and contentment. Quite justly, the Agrarians are accused of being impractical dreamers, tl;1eir program impossible of fulfillment. But' whatever we may
think
of the end they visualize or the means suggested for achiev'ing that end, 'we have to admit trie consistency and lhe relevancy of their attack upon the present culture. Modern life
seems to them shoddy, vulgar, insecure, undignified, tremendously u~satisfying. They fe~l that these qualities of modern -life are due to'industrialism, scientific materialism, and
jdemecracy gone vulgar. And so they advocate the banishtment of these three demons. They have a program. That
~rogram, like the Communist program, se~ks the solution to
the cultural problem in a solution of the economic and social
problem.
. Unlike the Communists a'rid Agrarians, the Re&ionaIists of the Southwest seek to eat their cake and have it too.
I

•
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Confronted by the question of what to do with an un atisfactory}nachine civilization, the Communists say to m sOOr the
mac~fne, distribute its fruits, and let a culture gro naturally_.;out of a newly-integrated way of life; the
arians
say to banish the machine,. resume an older way ofl) ife that
once was satisfyipg and ought to be again. But th~ Regionalists of the Southwest straddle. They continue h~ f-heartedly praising the beauty of Spanish and Indian 'ays, uncOlllplainingly accepting the whole Anglo encroachmenttaking tpe old and the new and uncritically belie ·ng ina
harmony between the two..
;
Communism. and Agrarianism are not here se~ forth as
the only possible road-forks that may be travelle!. They
are set forth as examples of uncompromising rograms
which attempt to solve the cultural problem. Bot deserve
attention, and both throw light upon almost any; problem
that one can touch today. If there be a Regionar t in the
Southwest who, for all his love of antiqpe beauty: believes
that the future belongs to the Machine, Ire could ell look
at Communism. And, being of the Southwest, he ! uld well
look at the collectivism" of the pueblo. :aetween th~,J wo there
might lie a program. If, on the other hand, therel be a Regionalist in the Southwest who consistently lov: handicrafts and detests Machines, who loves authority a ¥l detests
democracy and vulgarity, who despairs of l1laking' anything
of ~he Anglo culture except by turning it back to tsbetter
self of three hundred years ago--that person sho d have a
long and eager look at Agrarianism. Whatever I the road
taken, South.western Regionalism, if it is to avoid illetanteism, must pause frequently in its collecting and re rding to
do some thinking and interpreting. Speaking fi ratively,
when the devotee of beauty ripes out in his aut ' obile"to
. collect Spanish folk-songs, he must give ·some t: ought to
the autOmobile as well as the folk-song. For u 'ess some
thinking is done about' the automobil.es, in a sh[ rt while
there won't be any folk-songs.
•
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Na-y.ajo 4n the Painted Desert
By NORMAN MACLEOD
Visualize if you can a desert peopled with nomads
(the hoggnS' below the mesilla wedge)
dark against the brilliant glare
of endless skies.
'f
And the velvet shirted horsemen skirt
the outer fringe of a civilization
that denied them -livelihood
on the painted desert, but they are
hardier than cactus. And they go
bronzefaced into a sandcut wind
that· sings of health and happiness
on the edge of miles and miles.

[ 15 J
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EDNA SIMPSON

centurie~ ago there was performed, in a I ttle town

T in ;the
. Bavarian Alps, as a prayer for deliver nce from
.

the plague, a play, now"wid~ly known as the Pas ion Play.
The significance was, and 'has lemained for the ac' rs thenJ.selves, wholly religious, but for .many people the, play has
become, as do all thin'gs w;hich have in them seed for economic prosperity, a tourist attraction of comm rcial importance. From all over the world, .people go to Oberammergau for the Passion 'Play.
New Mexico, too, qas her Passion Play, us' lallyyerformed in secret, just before Easter, as a penance J6f one's
sins, a relic of the past when people took their reli 'o"n seriously, and reminded themselves of the suffering of their
Master by intIicting similar tortures upon their 0 : n bodies.
i
But the Penitentes are not the only ones "jn Ne Mexico
who have been known to act out the story of the: last qays
of Christ~ In the summer of 1934, the people of ' ed River
presented the grand old play in a beautiful, seclu: ed mountaIn settipg. The local people were' assisted}j, professionals, tourists, who have found in these mountai "an ideal
summer resort. Red River isa small village, ," e might
almost call it a ghost town, buried deep in a narro I canyon,;
th~ giant walls of which are almost vertical, and a e covered
with pine, spruce, cedar, and other evergreens, ' :~ well as
with aspens, their white trunks shining in the su light, or
seeping through the green, shIjub oak, and other · eciduous
tr~s. Mountain foliage, mountain flowers are ev*,ryW~ere.
But there are other touches. of c?lor, too. ~ one approaches the vicinity of the town, he sees a bare, r, ~y peak,
to)Vering above the green, and gleaming rose an , ochre in
th~ sunlight. There is a grandeur, a magic in th, setting,
wliich makes one catch his b're~t~ at the beauty a~ wonder

i
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of it. And then the road, narrow, swinging back ~nd fort.h
as it descends, plunges down the mountain side. New scenes,
a lake, glimpses back into the wild, almost impenetrable
forest tangles deep in the canxon; tourist cottages, and people enjoying the f~resh coolness of the mo~ntain air, greet
the appro~hing guest who hangs on the steep pine-covered
wall, like an Alpine climber on a peak. The bQttom reached, I
he trembles from 'the recent thrill, and looks apout him,
again. The horizon is now over his head; he must look up
to ,see the sun set. Europe can offer nothing more beautiful,
no more perfect setting for religious drama.
And religious drama\ the Passion Play is., · Performed
on Sunday, August 26, 19~4, at;ld directed by Vernon
Hendry, who alsp played the part of the Christus, this play;'
was divided into four scenes. The scenes given were the
triumphal entry,into Jerusalem, the Bethany scene where
Jesus bade farewell to his mother, the priest scene in which
Juda§ betrayed his Master, and the last supper. The people
of the community and the tourists. spending the summer
there planned and perforIll/d the play,. itself. The music
wassuppIied by a choir and an orchestra from Raton. It
was the twilight
hour, and
the low sun was already behind'
f'
a cloud. Poetry slept in them~untains, drifted over the
players, and touched all with reverent awe.
Seated in a semi-circle on car cushions, blankets, and
old coats, or s~rid~ng expectantly/ the crowd waited. At
the left, in fro t of an aspen· hedge constructed for the occasion,!, and for ' ing one of th~ front drops or wings, of the
stage, s~t the usicians, ready to begin. Behind the back
drop, ~nother spen h~dge with {:tn entrance in the center,
we coU;ld see p ople mpving .about" dressed in oriental,. costumes. An oc asional donkey, the common New Mexico
burro, lent un onscious cdlor to the scene, and a further
.oriental touch. One thought of Palestine, the land where
. Christianity wr born. Threl'e trees, anchors for the arti11
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ficial sereens, marfed the stafe, which, except fo ~ stone'
wrll , was bare of f~op'erties. l .
! ,II
~
j There was m~~nc.. Peopl gathered about ,the rell, pr~-.
stlmably to draw ater, but t ey were talking: S", me were
The Palm Sunday ntrance tp Jerusalem was J),ortr, yed, alld
into it were worke scenes, ou 0f their place chron logically,
but familiar to ali who know i the old, old stQ.ry~.1cenes of
the woman taken in adultery of the b'ind worn l healed,
and of a clash wi h the pries s. This triumphal entry, in
s~ite of the disreg rd for chr nology, w~s vert e' ctive.
, The Bethany scene intr uced Mary M:4gd ;ene, and
showed Mary, th mother of Jesus, as she ten rlytook
leave of her son. Toward the close, and passi/Ag most imperceptibly into the next ,scenE1, we saw Jesus, left i lone with
Judas, telling hi~' "The poo ye have with 'you always,"
and warning him, "Beware, I st the tempter oyert' ke 'hee."
Here the motivati n for the be rayal was espeC\iall I good, for
J~sus had been t<jling his di ciples that the end' as near,
and Judas; when 8Jesus went ut, faced the prob:; m which
none of the other~ actually faced until after tpe c ucifixion.
~acing back ~nd f0rt:h upon ~he stage, pon~ern the questIon of Jesus' ImpendIng deat ,Judas asked hIms f, "What,
then, is there for me?" The uture was blacknes I" nothing.
For the first timet I believe, I saw Judas as f;l:.hU I: an beilig ,
f;tcing a real crisfs. And th n a donkey bray-eO; I Nothing
cbuld have broken, and yet i tentsified the t~age y as th~t ~
did, for I was reminded of the 'cock's crowing in P !ter's dark 'I
hour. The priests entered, trmpted Judas, dinn! into his
ears, "The enemy of tbe synatogue will die," and I aid tbere
would be money for the man who betrayed hi . Judas
yijelcIed, but ~ot without a struggle. He became, l r me, not
at bad man, sImply a weak, s~fish one.
I ..
The stage was cleared; t~e choir filed out an ' f()~ed a
human screen across the frorlt, but we thought , y of the
music. As it retired, we saw1the table, set for t:l last sup-
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per.' It was dusk, anJ the fadin~ light was supplemented by i
car lights, and f~sees lwhich leI\t to the white table cloth and - r
the color~d costumes ! trembling sheen and glitter. All was '.
still, a holy moment, a moment of waiting. Judas entered ,
late.
I
_
The story, too w II known to repeat, was' acted out impressively, m4jestjcal y, and cast a spell over the 'audience.
There were a \few, p rhaps, who felt a need' for a greater
reverence, especially In the closing prayer, which was the
.prayer of an acto.r" Ilot of a devotee; but as a whole, the
play was beautifully done, and decidedly worth while,
.
Whether one 100 at this presentation, a mere" begin.:
ning of what the p~ Ie hope eventually to make it, from
the religious, or: fr6 the artistic -viewpoint, it is of tremendous signifid!tnce. Even those who are commercially
minded; only, see in it a great value. For it means that we
are developing in New Mexico what Ruskin insisted, in his .
"Lamp of Memory,"] one of the Seven Lamps of Architecture, gave to the Alps their true value, or to architecture
its genuine "Worth: "t*at'deep sense of voicefulness, of stern
watching, of mYf;teril!us sympathy, ... that golden stain of
time ..." It means hat New Mexico will soon have more
than its Spanish: lege ds and its Indian lore, romantic and
picturesque as th,bse may be, that New Mexico is turning to
some of the highest fqrms of art the world has ~ver known,
that New Mexicans m~y learn to value, not material wealth,
but the eternal veritIes, the cultural aspects of life. Let
others boast of their ~ich farming lands, of their factories,
of their teeming CitiaWhere ni"en struggle and starve. We
have our scen~ry, our history, our art. Our future, unlike
theirs, lies in' develo 'ngthese, in making New Mexico a
I

I

cultural center of 1;,h~ ror:d.

J
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Beanty
By

GEORGE ST. CLAIR

I have found Beauty in the rainbow's arch,
~
And felt it in the sunset's paling rose;
Have heard it in the loud waves' trampling
And where cool, quiet water gently flows;
Color and light and sound have been to me .
Heart-food to help sustain this troubled stri ' ,
As you, John Keats, in your dark agony,
F'eit Beauty calm the fever of your life.
The little violet's tender, perfumed breath, ,
.
i
The splendor of the summer's flaunting flo~:-,
I
The pallor of the lily near its death,
< :
1
Beauty that changes with each changing hou I.
These fleeting moments, poets, with your art'l
"
.
'I
You've taught me to press"'closely to my hear ",
I

. [ 20 ]
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N w Mexico Must "Come
Back"
,
By JOHN D. CLARK

ments which I have read or heard recently
T refusestato eave
my mind: one from a series of articles
HREE

on taxation in New Mexico, whi~h are being published ·by
an Albuquerq e 'newspaper saying, "New Mexico has- the
highest birth at~ of any state in the Union," another by a
banker, "It is ncomfortable to think of how dependent our
ability to get ldng rests upon relief money sent in to the
state," and th third from Time, to the effect that famili~
on relief are h ving thirty-five per cent more babies than the
families Whic~arer self-supporting.
.
.
This is no ti~e to "tune off" from this article, under the
impression tha a few paragraphs further on will begin the
advocacy of compulsory sterilization of the socially unfit, to ~
be followed by propaganda for Margaret Sanger. Nothing
of the sort. The~e three s~tements have stimulated thinking concerning income, and it i$ around the aspects of state- .
wide earning power that this article. is woven. .
For the past half century the tendency for raw materials to be used less and less In the chemical form in which
they were produced, and more and more in chemically elaborated condition, has grown at an accelerated rate: rayo~
from wood, SYnthetic. building materials, manufactured fertilizer, new substances from natural gas, transformed oil,
dyes, medicinals, flavors, photographic material, explosives,
motor fuels, etc., the last six from coal. Space forbids further and almost endless details. It would be far harder to
go into a modern department store and purchase ten articles
or commodities innocent of the chemist's touch than it would
be to purchase 100 which have..'been prepared. under his
. guidance. If the ,reader agrees to this, he may admit that
a chemist should have wide range, broad views concerning
~
income.
[ 21 ]
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New Mexico has long produced raw I¥laials, from
which, relative to income from finished prodl~~I, income is.
low. Our animal products have so depleted our 'anges that
we are confronted with th;ir utte~destruction J: less these
ranges are given treatment and rest, quite a , legous to
treatment a~d rest which a person must have if, :Ie is to sur..
vive some devastating disease and eventually gi t -to work
once more. Income is poor when the worker 1", under the
doctor's care, and while- recuperating. New M xico is in .
for a period of lowered e~rnings from livestock. Eventually,
if we teach our peoyle t.o practice scientific ra:g. e management, the livestock industry may become stabl!, its earning capacity fairly well defined, and the number of persons
who can gain a livelihood from the industry,'. using the
range, plainly related to stanslards of. living, hig standards
if the income is not too wfflely distributed,
standards
if the 'Somewhat fixed income cares for large . umbers of
people.
1
There is no denying that the Southwest was' nce a par~
adise of abundant vegetation and abundant wil life. If a
magic wand eould restore conditions of 100 ye . s ago; the
rest of the na;tion being as it is· today, New Mexifo
would be
l
a Mecca .fO!: recreation seeke:s. No~ let us see. . a contrast.
I grew up In! New England In the time when t at part of
the country h~d its wild places, tts fish and its ga: e-before
industry had ~nywhere reached a peak. A tann~ came in,
and rUin.ed a ,brook; a bleachery was set up, an : pOllut.ed a
river; a pulp mill was erected, and good-9ye S},Q ! r for wild
life. But as industry destroyed, it IEf.ftt maf:ufactUring
revenue behind. Here.in the Southwest
des oyed. No
manufacturing remained to supply income. Wen 'New England "came b,aCk," and still has its manufacturi:': g revenue.
Fishing is far better than it was 50 years ago. Game is on
the increase. The abandoned farm is now a sudmer home.
The old time! beauty of wood land and forest. i almost restored. Recreation supplies millions and milli ns in revI

I

10'

t
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,

enue, fnd this income in additio.n to the earnings of manufacturIng.:
,'
I
-Njew Mexico simply must "come back." This is not just
sometlUng for scientists to say, but 'rather something 'which,
every f·tizen of influence should understan.d, teach, and ac-I ~
tively or}{ for. The iron is now hot. The Taylor bill, covering razing di~tricts, is going into operation. The C.C~C.
camps I are with' us, and '-'more public works are in sight.
Now i~ a time for action. Sub-marginal land is being taken
from production. Much contracted state land will undoubt.edly cd,mme back imto possession "of the state. To ignore it is 'I
our vety worst policy. The first step in the right direction
is tto. shrve~ the recreational possibilities of ~very piece of
publIc land In the state, and then to act. East df us two large
..
.state dducational' institutions now h~ve chairs' of cOllserva.
tion. bf all the states in the United States, no state has
greater income producing recreat~onal possibilities than
New Mexico., Whether from a university chair or a state
scientific commission, we need more aggressive wQrk in conservatiion, and game management. j Recreation is now our
"best Uet" for producing revenue while this state is, surely
partlY~at least, in, the economic doldrums. Reader, do not
reply at we have .already a department of fish and gam,e.
We ha e, and a good one. Its. revenue comes solely from
sportsmen, and of necessity a large portion of its funds go
for work of policing. Twice the amount of the funds available for the entire work of the department could be profitably spent for research, experimentation and development.
Do yo~ doubt it? I,If you. do, you have never taken.. the time
to look linto the situation in Pennsylvania. Reader, you may
skip the rest of the paragraijh if you choose. It is composed "
of statistics to emphasize much of the above.

1

I
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Annual Additions and Losses of Plant Nutrients. n Soils of
the United States* Lasses in Millions of T s
(Ro,und Numbers)
Nitrogen

16.1

Phosphoru8 Potassium-.- Calcium

'2.5

36.2

53.6

,

Magnesium

l(~.8'

Qi anic Matter

Sulfur

11.3·j

322.0

i

Additions in Millions of Tons (Round Num ;1 rs)
13.38
2.72

1.31
1.19

5.5

10.43
2.63'
Net Losses
30.65
43.16
14.17

..

10.250

100.0

t,

1.05

222.0

Erosion is an errone~u~ factor in soil losse~ Recreation'al uses are impossible unless erosion is s pped, or
largely controlled. Land used for recreation ha a chance
for chemical restoration. New Mexico must ICc :'e back."
As was pointed out above, modern comm' ities are
more and more fabricated in a way that che~ii·try is involved, and from a long range point of view the : ture, but
not the early future,~ holds some encouragement ~ r us In a
chemical way. President Wells of the New Me I co School
of Mines loves to quote an Old U. N. M. man, Prof~ssor Kirk
Bryan, of Harvard, "The greates~ thing whic 'I could be
done for New Mexico would be. to move the Gulf of Mexico
.
up.to EI Paso." This is equivalent to saying that the world
would use much which we have were transporta :'on to the
rest of the world cheaper. In other words, (for t I billionth
-time), "Freight rates are too high.'"
.. ±!!
.
There is no su~h thing as too high transpo ~ tion cost
when a locality possesses a monopoly
on an in I
Ispensable
.
,
commodity. The world once went to Germany r potash.
New Mexico has an abundance of potash, but si ce its discovery Poland, Spain; and' Russia have also m ~e' discoveries. Probably never did a new industry havelunfolseen
competition spring up against it so quickly as'dil the New
Mex~co potash industry.. However, our beds ar~ o~ better
qualIty than our competItor's. They are conc~n,~tmg and
refining their products to lower freight costs"l~d in this

.

!

·Dr. JacobG. Lippman "InduBt.>and Eng.

C~em...
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New Mexico starts with bettelT material than its cpmpetitors.
The industry is here to'stay, and become a very large industry. In the interest of the farmer and of the industry, Congress should pay- careful attention to this foreign competition.
Freight rates 'are-often overcome when sQme commodity
is exceedingly cheap where located; and this is especially
true if other localities have'small supplies. "The other half
of the world lacks quantities of natural gas. The east has it,
but supplies become exhausted. New Mexico has' an abundance. Carbon black manufacture has crept up to OU! doors,
its raw material being gas. Subsidiary companies of the
Union Carbide and· Carbon Corporation are making great
progress in syilthe~izing new solv~nts, plasticizers, alcohols,
aldehydes, and many more substances from natural gas.
As prices per pound of these substances are certainly not
low, New Mexico "gas may ere long bring in an industry.
Certainly an industry whose fuel cost is the &Teatest item
could look twice at New Mexico, with its exceedingly clean
and abundant gas. We have very fine coal, and plenty of it,
too; perhaps on the whole,quite a bit finer than states lying
closer to large consuming markets, but these states have
coal, except directly to our west.
But industry mov~s. Chemical industry is very mobile
,in following markets or supplies. "Three quarters of several million dollars spent for new plants last year was expended in the South.' Half of these capital expenditure~ this
year will be in the South."* Six and one-half million have
just been invested by the new Southern Alkali Co. at Corpus
Christi. The reason: salt, cheap fuel, tide water. -One wonders what industry may follow Southern Alkali "way; out
west." And ~hat's the darndest thing (words chosen advisedly) about chemical industry. One never knows what new
thing will spring up because of some existing plant. Any
interlocking with New Mexico Potash to follow? Any

"

.

.WilliaDl Haynes, Chemical InduatrW8, 1934.
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interest in New Mexico lithium ore? Have our
ium sulfate lakes any significance? And what about t:e Epsom'
Salts from the bloedite of the Estancia Valley 1 : es? AI- )
kali a little nearer. May we soon take zinc fro ! our vast
) zinc deposits by electrolysis or will we. continue
ship the
lore away for reduction?
1
Climate is not without its effect in locatingf industry.
With other factors being equal, no plant pic~ a lOcation of
cold winters (high cost of protection against frost) or one
where summers are humidly hot and debilitating. New Mexico has some striking advantages climatically. •
The completion of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
project can do much for the income of New Mexico, particul~rly when those in the district act upon some of the information gathered by the Albuquerqu'e Rotary Club, which is
.to be published by the club in co-operation with the University of New Mexico. The Caballo dam, the dam on the
Canadian, and (when, if, and as) the state line dam at the
north, will stabilize our agriculture. There is a suggestion
<of some industry in the offing. This may be like the distant
flock of ducks the hunter sees from his blind-may not come.
Still industries, like the ducks, move quickly, witness carbon
black from natural gas:
'/'
..

Production of Carbon Black in the United States*
Louisiana, % total

Texas

1928
54.8
40.5

1929
34.8
62.3

1930«
24.3
71.5

1931
21.4
78.7

1932~'

17.4
82.6

1933'
12.3
87.7

The duck hunter sometimes baits, and in so doing gets
the flock, which otherwise would pass on. .New Mexico
should not fail to follow suit. Research, knowledge of what
we have, good education for our ablest sons and; daughters
-these are needed more today than ever before.
New Mexico must "come back."
,.jl

-Haynes. loco cit.
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Tsa-Bi-Ti
By :NORWYN W. WILSON
White men~practical minded fools they arehave named it, as such men would, Shiprock.
Who h~s heard of a ship in this desert?
Only the white ~an-billagonna-he
who travels' fast and far seeking somethingseeking always something-finding nothing
desire-new urge "
save a mad, a cruel
.
to travel onward.

1

.

r!

Tsa-bi-ti-wings of rock-Navajos say,
cast their shadows over the land always.
Everyone knows~of the bird of the rock,
the ~eat bird who watches the Navahu-they
-who travel Uttle and are seeking nothing, but
seeking always nothing, find much that
white men need-a patient living-strong urge
to peace.

,: .

[ 27]
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Atmosphere
By SARAH CROXTON
"
without drink except wate'j- and without food
except as ordered by the court ..."
The jury's instructions~were over. They filed slowly
out and the tall figure of Judge Blake moved 'with tired dignity toward his chambers.
Nancy Crawford turned her auburn head toward the
strange young man who had been sitting next to her for
three days.
"Will the jury be out long?" An apologetic smile
touched the corners of her young mouth. "This is my first
trial. I don't know whether to wait or not."
The young man surveyed her with dark approving eyes.
"No one knows anything about a jury. My guess is it
won't be long. It ought to be a quick acquittal-but George
Evans is a demon at winning a case." ~ He shifted in his seat
so he could face her. He had been wondering how he could
attract her attention since he first saw her. "What brought
you "to this trial.:-curiosity?"·
;
"That's what brought you, isn't it?" she countered with
a touch -of defiance.
He shook his head.
"Atmosphere for a story I'm wri~ing. A lot goes on in
this room besides the trial. Emotions, decisions; take that
woman in black over there with the lovely brooding face ..."
~

* * *

At the back of the courtroom Martha. Blake sat quietly,
hands clasped over her black -coat. Strange, She. was
t
king, that when she had finally decided to leave' John,
s .e had come at last to hear him preside in court. Long
ago, when they were first married, sh~ had heard him as an
impetuous young attorney. By the time he had become
j'udge she had ceased following his work, that impetuous

St·

I

[ 28 ]
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manner had faded into a dignified, austerity. Last night
when she had discussed separation with him there had been·
no faint recurrence of it.
. What was it:-he had said?' That he had been relinquish- '
ing her, bit by bit, for months. It shouldn't be more painful
to let her go entirely. He did not reproach her with what
they both knew: that she was bitterly jealous of the work
which so absorBed him.
Another woma~, she thought resentfully, she could have
fought better. She would have known the right- weapons;
she would have used them instead of enclosing herself in
the shell of her unhappinss.
How she had clung to her own individuality, stubbornly, .
blindly, and, sometimes with a faint shame. She had been
too popuiar, too·much sought after; it had made her more
than helpless when she had found herself neglected.
Unobserved, she had come today to watch John in the
role which absorBed him in a way she had. never done; a
role which had devoured their happiness. She had forgotten
how weary John's face had grown. Was it just the years,
she wondered now,ior had it been brought to a climax of
fatigue with the definite .cleavage \of last night?
She made a sharp movement of protest. At least, she
had not been like that ridiculous Grace Evans, hanging on
to her husband like a plu,mp leech, quoting interminably of
George's legal 'victories. Smiling complacently' now from
her seat inside tbe rail, as if she were the principal actor
in the drama of that unfortunate prisoner's life. ,

I
~j

II ,

"

* * *
Grace Evans turned suddenly and 'caught the eye of
Martha Blake. She bowed effusively to conceal her astonishment. Martha Blake here, of all people! It was the first
time Grace had ever-seen her take an interest in the judge's
affairs.
.1
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Her little pointed nose quivered with excitement. She
leaned forward and tapped her husband on the shoulder
with a plump white hand.
"Why in the world do you suppose Martha Blake is
here ?" Her eyes sparkled in that curiosity which shared
social ambition as the two dominating factors of her life.
She smiled brightly at George's pre-Oecup,iedscowl and a
,tingle of elation passed through her tightly corsetted figure.
>'Perhaps now that Martha had come off her pedestal she
would attend the dinner party Grace was planning for to- '
morro~ evening. One of those affairs' which she carefully
"referred to as impromptu and with which she always celebrated a legal victory of George's. -If given quickly enough
after a sp'ectacular trial, those dinners drew the socially
prominent people Grace coveted; people who were. curious to
see the brillialjlt prosecuting attorney at close range.
George's i meteoric career had 'propelled "Grace into
~J'IW.ny aloof h(j>mes through the prompt advantage she had
taken of each opportu.nity. Intimacy with the members of
those homes had so far been unattained ; but Grace, knowing ,
her own persistency, was not discouraged.'
Her roving eye fell on the young man who sat at the
press table near her. S,pe hoped he. recognized her. His
-elever s]{etches of the notables here were being much talked
of.
I\:

* *

Max Brown returned the determined smile of Grace
Evans. He wondered if she ever missed appearing at one of
these trials.bamned bad taste the way she perched herself inside the rails behind her husband. Too bad that husband didn't try some of his famous legal tactics on her.
Heigh-ho! No use wasting thoughts on her. This was
his moment. Lucky for him th~s trial had come up when, it
did. That United Press man was still in town and Max's
feature article, accompanied by his sketches would catapult
him before the man's attention. He hoped he hadn't"sounded
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prophesying the verdict to him
old man's office. No one had agreed with him. Well, the
U. P. guy had seemed to take a fancy to him. He'd given
him a swell compliment on the write-up he had made of the
trial so far. That little poker party last night had helped,
too. Lucky he had suggested it.
More than' on~ talented reporter had been lifted into
the U. P. ranks. These sketches of his -would top off his
feature article for the morning's edition. That prisoner
was a swell model, with his thin anxious face. And that
woman at th~ back of the room with her 'pale skin and· red
mouth.'
.
His pencil stopped in mid-air. By gosh, it was Mrs.
Blake! Better not draw her.. The Blake's didn't go in for
front page stuff.. Exclusive and all that rot.
. Wouldn't do "
to,get in bad with the judge.
. Ris sharp grey eyes shifted to George Evans sorting
9ver his papers., A handsome devil with his black hair and
t1?:ose piercing black ~yes. A shrewd one, too, fighting his
W8ty t01he top. He'd be a big man in politics some day, if
Max didn't miss his guess. He was always the most co:nspic- .
uous man in the courtroom.
He looked , bit white around the mouth. S"train probably, or maybe a bust: of the night before.
.

~

* * •
George Evans stirred restlessly over his papers and
suppressed a groan. 'I Indigestion again! Grace's damned dinners were ruining. his stomach. It would take him a
. week to recover from the dinner she would give after he
won this case. All he wanted was relaxation. But he never
did get what he realIy1wanted.
He had never expected when he married that plump,
over night
into a
giggling blond that she· would develop
.
,
society hound; feeding on his victories like an overstuffed
vulture. He had been out of his head when he married her.
A young fool with hurt pride, caught on the reboun.d. She
I
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had been like a panacea in het pursuit of him; pretty and
gay with her infectious gjggle.~
Well, she still had her giggle and she had never doubted
that he loved her. She had never known that she was second
. choice.
His frown paused on her and then slid past to the young
couple in the third row. He was sure they had never met
before. He had seen that boy take a seat beside her three
days ago, just as h~ saw everything that went on in the
courtroom.
They were completely absorbed in each other. They
looked too young, too vitally happy for his tortured' stomach.

* * *

•

"I don't believe that prosecutor approves of us," Nancy'
. Crawford commented. "He makes me jittery when he
scowls at me."
"Shall I remove him," the young man demanded
anxiously. "I have strange desires to be a knight errant~"
'.'1 thought you were here in search of atmosphere."
The gray eyes sparkled in laughter, watching him.
. "I have it." He pushed a paper toward her.
She glanced down at the written description on the
- paper: gray eyes between black lashes, reddish curly *hair
beneath a soft blue sport hat--even her dimples were on
that paper. Nancy was certain she had not smiled at him.
She did so now.
"You forgot my freckles." .
"I couldn't get past the eyes. In time I'll get to everything, name and address included."
His. smile brought swift color to her cheeks. She had
. a strange and pleasant sensation of panic before his intent
gaze. Cashally, so that he might be impressed with her indifference, she said:
"You'd do better to describe the expression on the face
of the defense attorney. He'd be so good looking if it weren't
for something ..."
* * *
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Hayden Scott leaned back in !.lis chair. He had sEtnt the
prisoner back to the cell with encouraging words t at any
, rate t even if he didntt feel them.
~
, "They won't be out long,'t he had said with a confidence
he did not have. '''It'll be acquittal-quick verdict." ,
He had watched the young stJ.:ained face relax, watched
the s~ooped shoulders. straighten before they disappeared
through the far door. Then hElqad leaned back in his chair,
unable to ~ove.
~
.He was dog tire<l. He envied. the cool confidence of
George Evans. Hayden felt all the immaturity of his thirtyfour years. He had, ~ usual, worn himself out emotionally.
He never could be detaehed from a case; his emotions always
entangled him. He su,posed it was because he always associatedhimself so inten&ely with the underdog.
He had been frigh!tened all along, too; more so than the
prisoner, he believed. Ne'ver before had he tried a case .
against George Evans~ Something vital depended on his
winning. It was such a clear case of ~elf defense. But that
meant nothing to George Evans who could make a case any"
.
,thing he chose. ' .
He ran a nervous hand through his brown hair, already
streaked witH grey. Nio matter what the verdict, he wished
it. over.. I~ had alwaysibeen that way. When he was a boy,
struggling for grades! that other boys got easily, he had
finally not cared wh~t ,:the results would be; anything;. just
so it would be over and he could go home. That feeling of
insecurity, so cruelly and aptly named an inferiority comp!ex, which had accompanied him through life, was understood there.
" Helen understood' it
now. Marriage with her had done
I
wonders for him; but even at that,.-he was glad she had not
. come down here to see him beaten by George Evans.
She was uncanny ~ in her knowledge of him; when to
laugh him out of his moods, when to leave him alone. She
had been that way from, the first; ana it wasn't many years

1

I
I

.

I ·

o

I
i

I

~.

I

II
I
I

~

I
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ago since he had courted her as assiduously as that young
man over there with the red headed girl.
"

* * *

"So you're Bob Crawford's sister. Then ~ust have
heard him speak of me. I'm Dick Jerod." ~
.
"Sorry." There was little sympathy in the demure
smile she gave him.
"Well, anyway, he's a great guy. And :that gives me
your address."
.."
Even as she laughed her conscience again reminded her
that he was moving in fast. Since he· had seated himself
beside her three days ago and appraised her with~ undisguised admiration, her conscience had been having'a hard
time of it.

* *

>It

Martha Blake sighed restlessly. ~ _She should be keeping her thoughts on tp.e fate of the prisoner. Instead, they
roved back over the years, as if seeking something.
Seeing John in an environment unfamiliar to~ her
brought back vividly the first time she had seen him. Ten
years ago and she had been twenty-two; popular, spoiled;
headstrong. She had met him at a dinner party. Young
John Blake, with his deep blue eyes .and his laughter, who
at twenty-eight showed promise of a brilliant future. It had
been love at first sight and it had swept them through swin
courtship into marriage. A perfect mat~h, people had said.
There had beep. no hint that John's eager young face would
weary and tighten over his emotions through the years.
Beautiful memories lay back there in the beginriing.
She had forgotten their beauty, it was so long since she had
paused to look back.

* * *
Grace Evans wrote busily on a perfumed lavender notebook ..w ith gilt edge. Tomorrow's dinner party would -be a
hastier affair than usual. She wished impatiently that they
would hurry up with that verdict so she could get to her
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. phoning. The trial had no business ending so abruptly; she
had counted on having two days' notice. No one knew hetter
.than Grace that the dinner must be given ilI)mediately while
people were still curious.
She hesitateq, ~er lips pursed over the name of the
Blakes. It would mean something if they came. She could
'afford to forget the aloof polit~ness of Martha's former
refusals. After all, she had probably 'refused more important people than Grace.
She raised her head to watch George push his chair
.back noisily, and gave him a smile which held just the right
degree of ownership, pleasantly conscious that people were
watching him and that he was very handsome.
"What kind of poison was in that food last night," He
scowled into her" pink smiling face." "Run out and get me
some pepsin tablets. That jury is due back any minute and
I'd like to live to hear the verdict." .
"Surely, dear." She regarded his ,scowl with bright
blue eyes. "Georgie, do you think the Blakes would come to
d·Inner ... "
"No I" he said curtly, "and neither will Ii"
"You funny boy I" She giggled. No use arguing with
him when he was like this. She'd just use her own judg'"
ment.
Rising, she collided abruptly with the newspaper man,
returning from outside. She paused to give him. the benefit
of her smile.
"I'm so sorry." Now he would place her, she was sure.
t

"

i'

* * *
Max Brown brushed by the smiling Evans woman with

her avid eyes. He knew as well as if she had asked him'
what she wanted. He hadn't come to this trial in order to
further her social ambitions. He had a f\w ambitions of his
own.
This was the best article. he had done. All ready with
sketches, 'only waiting the ver.dict. He had taken a chance~

\
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and wrttten a great finish, just to be shot over to the editor
in case he had guessed the verdict correctly. Only needed a
couple of lines. That verdict meant more to his future than
the prisoner's; the whole trial had.
He ran a hand through his tousled hair. Tliat U. P. guy
had, hinted that he liked the stuff of one Max Brown. Wait
until he saw this. It would knock his eye out.
He glanced over at the red haired girl. She was a swell
looker. He had met her once, but he supposed she didn't
remember. Attractive girls never did seem to remember •
him. She was sure absorbed in that guy. He believed they
had forgotten this was a trial.
;Heigh-ho, he wished that dumb jury would hurry! $

* * *
Martha Blake sat forward with slim hands tightly
clasped in her lap. .A door had opened and John stood
,framed in it. Long ago he had c(])me through an open door
and she had seen him for the first time. Something had
clicked in her heart.
Now, after ten years, it had happened again. He had
lost that eager undaunted look ;he was exhausted by the
vicarious emotions of his courtroGm, defeated by the em·pti-:
ness of his marriage. But he was suddenly young John
Blake and she was seeing him for the first time.
See'ing herself, too. Seeing how she had enclosed hEtrself in her own selfish egotism and vanity and self pity.o She
had taken withouf giving. She had never helped. But she
still could. She knew that now, with her hear.t heralding
,.
his approach through an open door.
* * *
Nancy Crawford
exclaimed reluctantly:
.
.
"It didn't take them long.. Fifty-five minutes exactly."
"Not long enough," ~ick Jerod grumbled. ."Are we
having dinner together tonight1"
"In search of more atmosph~re?"
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"The atmosphere- can wait. I'm in search of something
else, now."

* * *
Grace Evans sank into her seat with th~ bottle of pepsin tablets clasped in a damp palm. She was panting a little
and her face was petulant.
George's silly old tablets 'had almost made her miss
hearing the verdict and that was the most fun of all.
l!

* * *
"We, the jury, being first duly impanelled and sworn
to try the issues in this case, find the defendant not guilty."

, '" * *
. Hayden Scott h:illf rose to his feet, mouth opened il1- .
credulously. He had done what many other men' had failed
to do; he had won a case against George Evans. It couldn't
be true!' But it was!
lie turned belatedly to the boy beside him, grasped his
thin hand convulsively.
"Well, my boy, you're free!" There was a ring of
confidence in his voice. "I knew you would be!"
But he w~sn't thinking of the prisoner. It was he, Hayden Scott, who was free. Free of his stifling dread of George
Evans, free of his uncertainties.
He scooped his papers and books together excitedly.
Helen would be waiting.
::<

J.

(

* *

~ Max Brown dashed up the aisle. J list as. tie had predicted, just as he had it already written! .He and that U. P.
guy
would celebrate
tonight; and tomorrow he, Max Brown,
!
.
wpuld be slated for a change of jobs. If he guessed right
.a4d he had so far!
, He crowded past DickJerod and Nancy Crawford sauntering out leisurely. They didn't know yet that this was a
trial, by gosh!
,~
·-;-1

'" * * .
.

~
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"I'll call for you at seven," Dick .Jerod was ·saying..
"That will give me time to meet the parents. They might
as well get used to me."
"I don't remember accepting yout dinner invitation."
Nancy's eyes were provocative, as if to belie the flushed
cheeks.
.
,
"Most unflattering of you. After this we'll depend on
my memory."

.

• • •

Martha Blake stood up. She was unaware of the people
straggling up the aisles, chattering and laughing. She was
waiting. And suddenly she met J ohn!s eyes across the
.emptying room; astonished, incredulous, hopeful. '.
Holding his gaze to her as if it were something precious, she gave him a slow smile and walked down the aisle
toward him.

• * •

Grace Evans leaned toward her husband.
"George, look at Martha Blake. Ther~'s something positively immoral about her, expression. I didn't know wives
ever looked like that at their husbands!" She opened her
purse and jammed th'e: la.vender notebook into it Gviciously.
-

...

I

1L . ' .

*

.

George Evans did not answer. He was watching the
allim graceful. woman wa1king towardJohn Blake. Once,
before he had been famous and envied, he had Imown her
well. He had even expected-but then she had me~ John,
and George had been caught on the rebound by a pink and
white girl with an infectious giggle who had eventUally
added her bit to the botedom whfch surrounded him and
drove him into a frenzy of work.
He swallowed a pepsin tablet. Thank God, there' would
~e no dinner party tomorrow night! Per~aps he could get
some sleep!
t'
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Fellow

By WITTER BYNNER

A long, lean fellow lives nearby
Whom I like as well as most,
But'there's a distance in his eye
As distant as a ghost.
,

He waves his hand in the morning light,
I wave mine back to him,
And then his figure, which was bright,
Grows dim.
And though I clearly hear repeat
The sound of his footfall,
There's only, moving down the street,
A 'shadow on a wall.

..

:.
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The Outlook for Folk Art
- By

PHILIP STEVENSON

idealists are invariably pessimists.· To prove
.
this fact, it is not even necessary to indicate the glaring contradictions between the pure absolutes of~the idealist
and the rough-and-ready material "impurities" of everyday
. reality. One need only observe and overhear the idealists
themselves. They are s~tisfied with existing conditions a~d
tendencies in inverse proportion to their cognition of them.
Once they have grasped the true state of affairs, ,these tender-minded folk are loud with lamentation.
For them the times are always and everywhere out of
joint. Only the distant past and the distant future, both
necessarily vague and rather abstract, ever approximately
conform to their ideals. The concrete present, including the
, immediate future, is consistently regrettable. The world is
always going to hell. No one values brains or .beauty any'
more. Honesty is a thing of the past. Nobility' is dead'-:""in
the arts, in religion, in private and public life. Taste grows
ever .more vulgar (Tories blame "liberalism" or "democracy" for this; liberals blame "materialism" or "bolshevism") . The cradle that rocked the world's great has become a Kiddy Krib. Our foremost litterateurs are journalists. Our best actors go Hollywood. Our folk-music has
descended to the level of croQners yawping from creaky tin
mechanisms. And oh! the cheapness and ugliness of our
material surroundings! Imagine a:pyone preferring nasty
little machine-made-5-&-10~cent-storegadgets to the exquisite hand-made products of'yore! Terrible! Frightful! This
~
is the end! What's the use'of living?
•
Well, what is? And what do the idealists do about it?
Do they proceed to inhale deeply from a natural-gas jet?
Damned few-and those flor reasons unconnected with the
parlous state of the folk arts.
No: the chances are they
,
. [ 40]
.-,
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go-shoP14ing; and, offered a' choice between a manufactured
blanket at five dollars and a stiff but well designed and
coloured Navajo'at twenty, nine times out of ten they choose
the "ugly"· product. Likewise th~y wear shoes in preference to moccasins, burn machine-mined coal in fabricated
stoves or furnaces rather than hand-hewn wood in handmoulded. firepl~e~xactly as they prefer an ,M.D. to a
medicine-man and the pr9ducts of Drug, Inc. to the in~anta
tions of a bruja. lIn short, whether they admit it or not they
clearly recognize tt~e economic factor in aesthetic matters.
By their acts, willing or unwilling, they prove themselves
aware of the fact that t~ fulfillment of needs and satisfac, tions, aesthetic or oiferwise, is, in our society, an economic
matter, and ~that material needs and satisfactions take pre'cedence over aesthetic or "spiritual" needs and satisfactions.
The' pesshiilsm of the ,bourgeois
idealist is the direct
.
result of his refusal to admit, cheerfully and aloud, this precedence in value of the body over the mind or "soul," of the
appetites over ideals, of practicaltitility over beauty.
But we must have no misunderstandings.. at this point.
I am not advocating a mechanistic materialism, nor conjuring up an "Economic Man," tWQ bogeys ignorantly but none
the less persistently 'ascribed to 'Karl Marx. ,The Economic
Man is just as non-existent as the Ideal Man. Nor do I
suggest that there is any direct or irreconcilable ~onflict
between the rela~ive opposites of beauty and utility. The
opposition is dialectical merely. .Just as human mind or '
spirit is inconceivabl'e in reality without a,n informing
human body,' so beauty exists only as the enhancement of
some material object. The basic, the sine qua non, is the
body, the material, the concrete. In this sense, then, beauty !'
. has always be~n and is today a)uxury., For the creation of
notable beauty there must be a margin of time and energy
over and above the requirements of practical utility. But
the terms "beauty" and "utility" must be understood to
define relative concepts, not absolute categories. Just as

,

l

Q

~
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there is no aesthetic quality divorced from material embodiment, so there is no· material body divorced from more or
less aesthetic significance.· .
So much most bourgeois idealists will admit-but only
to- whizz headlong into another contradictory confusion. "If
this is so,". they will explain, "how does it happen that the
machine, which is a time-saving and energy-saving device,
has brought a diminution of beauty to the production of
material objects? has ·all bult driven out the beautiful .old
handicrafts and substituted rio new beauty for the old? Isn't
then the machine an enemy of beauty? In order to keep
what little beauty we have left, must we not destroy the
machine and regress to a feudal handicraft system of production ?"
.
We shall pass over the disputable grounq of whether
or not such new beauty as the New York skyline can be
credited to the machine, and discuss rather the tone, the
I~rger tendency of this very common liberal attitude.
Such a narrow, wftrped" and pessimistic line of reasoning explains why so many bourgeois idealists are taken in by,
the program of the fascists. For the fascist program is
always ~nd everywhere a prograin of regressioh toward a
sentimentally glorified past-the Rome of the Caesars, the
Age of Nordic Purity, the Theocracy of Thor and Odin, or
the Holy Roman Catholic Empire-a program of deny-i-ng
our machine-made potential abundance and d~stroYlng
wealth in order 'to produce an artificial scarcity (which in
the past was real)-a program of curtailing and even sup-"
pressing scientific research (except in the field of·war prep- .
arations) lest the results increase ,our "too-great" productive facilities (though 70 per cent of our people "enjoy" a
sub-decent standard of living) -.;a program of raising artificial national barriers at a time when improved communication and distribution had reduced our earth to the proportions of a single clan-a program of reviving and exciting
to ~;renzy
the
destructive racial, national, sexual, and relif
.
¢

"

.~
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gious prejudices just as they wer~ about to die of sheer
inanity.
.
The fascist fallaby is the bourgeois-idealist fallacy. It
is to assume that 'man can reach for the ideal aspects of the
past without being overwhelmed by its .material disadvantages, that the human race can regress without committing
suicide. : Both mistake machines, the chief agents of our
progress, for agencies of destructiori_. Why?
Simply because, up to the_present, in capitalist countries, the machine has never been generally used as a timesaving and energy-saving device, but primarily to ,accumu~ate profits for its owner. The time it saved was not converted into opportunity for t~e producers to create beauty;
it was converted into money, power, for the non-productive proprietor. The energy· saved was energy not for the
producer's necessary margin over and above the requirements of utility; again it was power, competitive advantage,
for the non-prod~cer.
.Not the use .of the machine, ~but its misU8.e, was the
destructive and"; stultifying agent. AU .the savings of the
machine accrued 'to the .uncreative monopolists
power.
Could we expect that they would use these savings chiefly to
produce beauty? Even if they had wished, they could not.
They were constantly under competitive pressure, under
threat of extinction by otber proprietors. Men in constant Ii .
danger of drowning do not use their surplus time and energy to tell folk..,tales or Mve wood. They use it to· fight,
to keep afloat. So. it was that the savings of the machine, :
were alm~st entirely dissipated in conflict-the primary, .
endless, day-to-day struggle· against the producers who
craved a share of the machine's savings-and the secondary,
iporadic, but more spectacularly destructive warfare
against non-productive competitors.
Analyses of this phenomenon mayditfer, but the fact
remains: the savings of the machine, which· could be ideally
. exprted. to provide ever greater leisure for th~ production
I

•

of

;1!

I
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of beauty, actually were, in th~ tough realities of class-division and competition, misused and mostly squandered in the
appalling wastefulness of wars for private profit. Instead of
more leisure for all, there waslliinfinitely less. Where onceas even today in such semi-feudal countries a"s Mexicopeople had time to embellish articles of daily use, now they
toiled day and night, men,· women, children, to pile. up profits
for a proprietor. For themselyes they could only just ~eep
life alive without the least embellishment. As for the few
non-producers to whom accrued the necessary leisure, their
lifelpng competitive battles had trained them to contentment
with the tokens of victorious survival-superfluous power
and unbeautiful luxury. They rather sneered at beauty,
which had contributed nothing to their security, and being
idealists, they conceived
it as being in absolute
opposition to
.
,
utility; but in their old age they often wondered why, in the
midst of their luxurious comforts, they yawned.
As human consciousness was penetrated by awareness
of the horrible wastes of competition for the profit of, a
few, it gradually fastened on the possibility _of eliminating
them-of using instead of misuS'ing the machine-of producing for general use, for general benefit, iIistead of for
private accumulation-'for social time-saving and energysaving, instead of for wastipg, both time and energy in annihilative warfare.
"
This optimistic, progressive idea is today the only one
which can successfully oppose and defeat the id~alists' pessimistic regressive idea. In the realistic struggle for embodiment of this idea alone lies any hope for a restoration of
pervasive beauty to our surroundings', Regression is senility, despondency, cynicism, despair and death. Progression
via the path indicated by history will bring rejuvenatiOll,
hope, abundance, beauty and new life.
Noone informed on questions of production and distribution any longer questions the possibil,ity, with our present
facilities, of universal prosperity in the immediate future-
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once the waste and destructiveness of competition for profit
is eliminated-and only the most ,sentimental of idealists
questions its desirability. With its achievement will come :.,'
the golden age lof the folk arts., Once material and bodily [
needs have been satisfied and it is no longer necessary to >l
consume ti~e- 'and ene'~gy-saVin~s in fear-pr~mpted war- I
fare, attentIOn can agaIn, and' much more unIversally, be I'
applied to adding the increments of beauty to ~tiIitarian
products.' With all men producers and none to monopolize I'
power or threat¥n the general security, the'utility of beauty
will be recogni~ed. Gone will ~e the arti~cial opposing of
usefulness to ~mbellishment. Indeed, all the false and
,forced contradictions conjured up by bourgeois idealism to
protect its monopolist system of production will long since
have disappeared.
This line of reasoning is no longer mere theory. It is
, ) not accidental,that the greatest revival of 'the folk-arts
( today is going Q.n in'the only country which has'~eliminated
competition for:private
profit.• Yet the_ Russian folk renais,
II>
sance gives but the merest hint of what is coming; for the
Soviet' power h~s by no means yet brought universal pros-')
perity (nor can it, so long as it must keep armed tothe teeth '"
against the threat of competitive capitalistic powers). In,;,
deed, the standard of living in the Soviet Union is still, in
spite of incredible progress, far below ours, and will be for
some time to cQme. A centuries-long heritage of squalor '
and black ignorance is not isloughed off over night. But the
important advance the Russians have made is to cut away
at a stroke the idealistic solutes which divided beauty and
utility. We hear mostl about the economic features of '
their Five Year Plans, ' nd little about the equally important cultural features. The Soviets are not only building
factories and making s oes and ships and sealing wax, but
.they are subsid"izing, mo e generously than any Medici could
dream, artists from a hundred racial minorities; they are
~

'I

I

I

I

I
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encouraging the production of, and establishing markets for,
folk-products from every corner of its vast territory.
I repeat: this is only a beginning. Markets for beauty
cannot be very broad until the majority of the people have
reached such ~ level of economic prosperity
as to 'be able to
,
chose between the abundant and ugly and the rare and
)beautiful. Yet even now gaily painted and carved toys from
remote corners of Russia are sold' as far away as San' Francisco, the Georgian theatre plays in its native tongue in Moscow, Russian gypsies perform their folk dances throughout
the Union, folk epics are not only being coliected and set .,
down from the past but are being created in the present, and
the'Revolution has,been hospitable to folk music even if only
to incorporate it into its resounding marching son~ More
than thirty alphabets have been devised for langua es that
formerly had none, so that in the process of moder ization
the best in the racial traditions of the folk might not be lost.
Indeed, the whole cultural policy of the Soviets, summadzed
in the slogan, "A culture national in form anti socialist in
content," is one consciously aiming at the fullest possible
development of the cultural heritage of the hundreds of
national minorities of folk composing the Union. Folk traditions are combated only when they obstruct the main task
of ending the exploitation which would make cultural development impossible.
Pessimism about the future 'bf regional culture here in
capitalist America, here in capitalist New Mexico, is entirely
justified so long as the idealists cling to their fondness for
a society founded on competition for private profit-so long
as they espouse a realistic program for the destruction of
those decaying foundations, and for the construction of a
social order founded o.n the freest and fullest use of creative
facilities. Sincere seekers of a more gracious life must resolutely oppose all reactionary tendencies, all proposals to
regress, toward however glamorous a past, and just as resolutely press for realistic solutions that will allow us to go
forward.
!
,
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A return to the past is, for the fofk, a t:et "rn to slavery. I:!'
Freedom for the folk to create, if we are willitg to fight for "
it against est~blishedprivilege, lies just ahead. No problem
today can be solved locally. For better or worse, the world
has become a clan.·.
j
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Questions in Early Spring
By IRENE FISHER
What is the name of the color
Of the willows by the river
In the winter?
A misty purple tangled deep
Within the tawny russet branches' ...
A blue without a name.

.
What is the name of the color
Of the river flowing by
Under the sunbright s~y?

r

A blackish silver sparkle
In the rushing clear snow water ...
Lilt of color, undertone of sadness'
. What are they saying to each otper,
The bushes and the river,
Where the willows meet the spring?

[ 48]
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The Golden Trail .of Cimarron
By

SIDNEY SNOOK
I,

away in aNew Mexi~o mountain pass there lies rt· .
what surely must be oIie bf the most beautiful spots'
in the world. "It is an avenue of gold, a radiant trail lead- ...
ing through Cimarron Canyon to ancient and picturesque
Taos. Time is an: important element in the beauty of this
spot. It :must be imid-October when the aspen trees have
turned a bright yell~w. The road down through the canyon
rises and: falls be$een shimmering walls of yellow leaves.
Sunlight {tom an astonish'ing]y bright b.1ue sky above, New
Mexico'B.-famous sky, filters through in a clear stream.
There may be times when a yellow leaf is just a yellow
leaf; but not these aspen leaves. Each has a glistening light
~ as though it had been dipped in some bright eternal dew.
!
Massed together, they form a shining golden.wall on either
side of the- canyon. Against this luminous background are
occasional patches of dark greeh, a green so dark It is almost
-I ,
black, which are scattered spruce trees. And here and there
is a sharp note of the red mountf),in maple.
! '
Somber words in black and white cannot capture the
I
beauty of, it; ~he paint brush of Taos' own arti~ts'can come
near doing. it.
Taos: odd and intQresting, lies at the end of this -radiant
trail, an~ 'what a delightful experience is the first visit
there: to Ibehold· for th~ first time the little adobe houses:
whichsp~awl over the hillsides like happy children out _.in.
the warmI
Isunshine;
the charmingly crooked gateways; and
·
;.
. the flami~g scarlet mantles-whic~ are peppers hung, up to
dry-flun~ across the fences. Except for the sun-baked tan
of its mu~ streets and its adobe h01{Ses, there is homonotonous sam~ness about Taos. If one wants irregularly placed
windows ~r crooked gates, vivid splotches o.f color o.n doo:wa:y or g~tepost, a sky blue house, or anythIng else that hIS
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own particular fancy dictates, he may have it, convention to
the contrary.
.
Small wonder that artists find Taos a fertile field of inspiration. They 19ve it. Indeed, talking with tHem for
scarcely more than.a few minutes, you learn for a certainty
that they'think it the most beautiful and delightful spot in
the world. M~ny ~reations of their brush attest to their
love of it. And how they reseJl.t the encroachment 'of socalled civilization on their beauty spot. To them it mea-ns
destruction of Nature's handiwork and is branded as no less
than sacrilege. Gasoline filling' stations, flambpyant billboards, and hot"dog stands spell desecration. No man has
the right to mar its loveliness with tourist cabins! Some of
them maintain vehemently that there should be a few places
in the world left untrodden by the broad boots of commercialism and that such hideous things as follow in the train of
the merely practical-advertising signs, picnic parks, wire
fences, and roadhouses-prostitu~beauty and art. ~
While there are among the artists those who hotly defend this position, there is still a hint of commonplace commercialism,; but it is somehow undercurrent. The grocery
stores and filling stations and curio shops designed to catch
the roving tourist eye glimmer away, and the beauty and
charm which belong distinctively to Taos are uppermost.
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Love of the Evening Primrose"

I

By ATHENA MOORE

I,

I

'

~usk ha$ walked with us

,
Ipto th~ deep of a fragrant wood.
Our hearts swing open
1 And the door of day is shut.
i
We rest:
!

i

4nd as i slowly stoop my head
'110 the sweet stigma ot your lips,
'Iihat honeyed cradle of;my golden pollen,
I i feel your soft· whiteness
aathed in the starry t*ilight
Gently creep up and e~iCirCle me,
Holding
. me there till awn.

r

'

'-

I
I
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Secure
By LLOYD FRANKENBERG
J

I had many legs that pulled me many'ways
But slowly out of danger; then I said
I am not safe abroad, I shall sltay where I am.
My head spun and my little heart looked out,
My little heart, and hugged itself to see
. Pitfalls for little feet, and crawling danger.
"

A June-bug lit and looked at me, a toad
Never blinked his eyes. I shut them out.
Now darkness and the beating heart, now darkness
And feet that have not rest upon the walls.

. [ 52]
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The Great White Gods-Eduard. Stucken-Translated from the German by Frederick H. Martens-Illustrated by a. GlintenkampFarrar and Rinehart, New York, 1934-$3.00.

""

.

An epic appears on the horizon of historical literature
"amidst the flood of. many works from many' publishing
houses. It is a panoramic super-spectacle of the Spanish
invasion of MexicbJ and the conquest of the barbaric Aztec
cult~re of the NeW World.
.
It is truly a l~ty yafn of the conquest of Mexico that
Eduard Stucken has written, which has been translated in
an easy, clear, arid simple style, by F. H. Martens. And H.
Glintenkamp has caught the spirit of the volume and added
much to it with a series of wood cuts.
This historical novel has been written from the inter-"
pretative viewpoint. The reader is given the essential meaning of what happened rather than a presentation of dates
and facts, uninterpreted. The materials, which have been
selected skillfully, hav~ also been arranged in such patterns as to show the significance and real import of the
recorded happenings. The plot; which may be described as
'"'sweeping," certainly sweeps along of its own momentum as
the author 'unfolds his interpretative account of the Aztec
civilization in the early sixteenth century and of the war of
Cortez against ¥ontezuma and his nation. III this rousing
.tale, in which ,the ambitions Spaniard is matched against
the cruel ~nd ruthless Montezuma struggling for throne and
nation, on~ is engrossed in a study of a struggle for power,
which furidamentally is more than that, for it is a clash of
cultures.
Yes, The Great White Gods is much more than another
story of the leade:r;s of the Spaniards and the Mexicans, the
victors and the vanquished. 'In this account, which is highly
entertaining, the women as well as the men who were inter-

I

I
1
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ested in this conflict of civilizations are considered. After
Cortez and Montezuma, ~Iarina, the native girl who was of
much help to the Spaniards, and likewise Alvarado and
Sandov~l, figure promin~ntly in the booK. For the author
has successfully portrayed the spirit of the times lin his
analysis of the bloody irivasion of the Spanish into. Mexico,
.those sanfe Spanisp. who tried to convince themselves at least
that they were crusaders while they satiated their love of
. adventure and lust for wealth. All the pageantry of the
old Aztec courts; Aztec customs and traditions: extravagances, blood sacrifices, and mystic rites, are revealingly
told.
In this epic of the clash of cultures in Mexico both
Spaniards and their foes emerge through a period of war·
and ceremonials in their true and lifelike colors.
"
ALBERT A. ROGERS.

University, Virginia. i
Rico, Bandit and Dictator-Antonio de "'Fierro. Blanco-Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1934.

Rico, Bandit and. Dictator is a title that promises-and provides-blood and thunder. But in it violence· and
romance are edged with stinging satire. It is a picture of a
Spanish-Ameri~an country under th~ rule of a bandit-dic,:,
\ tator, who carries in his veins the blood of .the Hapsburgs
and of the peorlle of the Crimson Bird, who mingles legends
of Sibele and a belief in ghosts with comments on decadence
in an, and whQ in explaining his methods and theories of
go~ernment stabs with his satire not "only his own country
but the "Great Republic of the North."
.
The picture is hardly Utopian. Yet when at forty Rico
.disappears,
.
With a speed beyond that of the telegram or
fleetest runners, as if from voice to voice, through·
. unten~nted jungle and across mile-wide rivers, this
death shriek passed. The whole nation wept. ~ts
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Gold~n Age had :, gone.

No longer would justice
rule.! No longer: would vice be controlled.' So it
had never been before; so it could never be again.
"Ric~ is dead!" cried voices everywhere.
,
The Flame, Antonio de Fierro Blanco's earlier creatio~,
rode on, ~lis tobacco chewing hinny into our hearts. Rico
leaves olir hearts unhlOved. "But in the same whip-like
phrases -{vhich gave ~he pages- Qf The Flu'me their sting
comes the', same ,edge!, satire, having this time ,a~ contemporary taliget. Few hases of our cont~mporary scene escape-nei~her Chambers of Commerce, itpr police, nor the
free press, nor school teachers on vacatiort nor ~ocieties for
the Prevention of CrU!elty to Donkeys. Ruthles,s, yet with
tongue in eheek, this' young Rico, a bandit in his teens:rand a
dictator i~ his twentie$, shapes his lawless' dominion to rigid
discipline. If many go the "way of the buzz;ards," what of
that? Beifer, he~says that many innocent die than that one
. guilty perE~on escape, and a man who is willin~ in war time
to die for lthe defeDse of hi~ borders, should be willing in
peace tim~ to die for the civil welfare.,.
~
- When'he finds that travel leads· women to'uSeless spend- .
ing, he lis~ens to the plea of th~ir husbands and puts a stop
'to it.
'
Therefore I Quild no roads, and my, countrY
has p,tospered and is contented and happy. By
harsh Icommands, ~o be healthy, to be rich, I should
only nilake them unhappy ... What does it profit a
peopl~ to have 'ne~ wants thrust upon them •.. ?
The men in hIS army are allowed to 'wear the captured
"gold lace ~ the enemy" officers" and'there is no ill effect on
of- his o~ army-though, like Rico, his omthe discipline
!
cers wear ~plaiIi u~dr~s unifor.m.
.'
'
"If th¢ soldi~rs do fnot know their officers without gold
lace and sijl,rs, I shoQt the officers for neglect 'of duty." i
He does away with legal methods of collecting, d~bts.
Credit the* can be offered only on the ~asis of chatacter,
and characWr becomes by necessity a man's chief ass~t. '
i

I
I

I

I

I

J

i

i

•
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•
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All laws are abolished and then re-established one by
OIie as the people become sated with crime and join in reacti1n frOIp it. At last even a lost horseshoe i~ picked up on
~e street and turned in to the authorities,. and a woman can
w~lk unmolested through a thousand p1iles of jungle. Rico
f~els that murder too will soon become undesirable.
I
.
j Around Rico are men and womeTh drawn with the color'
W)hich went into the making of the minor cha:t;acters of The
Jburney of the Flame. There is Ishmael, faithful, 'his
hand ~n his sword, ready tofdraw if a woman we~ps, since
in the lure of women's tears danger might lie for Rico.
There is the Woman of Atlan, thin and cruel, who rules her
jungle tribe with the iron hand of a female Rico, and whose
tribesmen form Rico's bodyguard. Most poignant is the
Ugliest Woman, who serves Rico faithfully and well as Ilis .
secretary and as diplomat, and who loses both him and her
life by loving him. These people are made from the stuff
of glamour and violence. To their activities the tales of
Sibeleand of the Silent Ones of the jungle paths, even the
delightfully classified ghosts, give a strange and 'ancient
undertone.
The lash of phrase and sentence is that of the Journey
of the Flame, as- is the handling of each episode with Auick
surprise. When La Gloria !ties dying on a battlefield, Rico
stays with her.
~

"

i

No, one lies to a woman of necessity . . . but
to La Gloria, who had twice saved my life, and' who
lay dying because too brave on'my behalf, I could
not lie. Therefore I could only reply:
"Man love~ but once, and I loved my mother."
She raised her head and spat at me: at me who
for years had cared for her and to ease her passing risked my whole career.
,-

Two books of this ring have, come from the hand of
this author. Once more illustrations by' Alfred Ramos Martinez add distinction. And this jungle Hitler will without
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doubt slash witli his sword of satire a place for h~mself
beside The Flam'e ou. the per~anent shelf of our literature. .
FRANCES• GILLMO~.I
Tucson, Arizona.
!
- .i
,

II

I

, i
".

!

!)

Fiesta in Mexico---.:Erna iFergusson-Illustrated by: Valentin'Yidaurreta-Alfred A. Kn9pt, 1934-$3.00.
I

Erna Fergussonflrites that all Mexican fiestas a~e different and all are ali e. Thei'r difference lies in the re1gional
interpretation forth occasion of a fiesta. To studYi these
regional interpretatiqns Miss Fergusson journeyed br any
means from a burro! to a crowded stage from the ~ropic ".,
verdure of TehuantJpec where stately women dance the
Sandunga to tpe higH, arid mountains of the Yaquis;i from
merry festival of
the Dead to
the
Lake Patzcuaro for the
I
'
'
remote tierra beyond jPuebla to see the ~lmost ext,incti~ying
feats of Los Volador~s. The sameness of fiestas lies, ~n the
ever-present crowds,lhappily interested crowds whos~ pre...
dominating colors are white muslin suits, blue rebosas and
I
'
I '
brown faces.
I '
Miss Fergusson'k deep knowledge of M,exican ~istory
ard g~o~aphygi.v~s fer book a valuable foundation. ~~ded
to thIS IS her VIVId account of fiestas as they are i gIven
today, their humor afd pathos, color, pageantry, and labove
all dramatic interest. Fiesta in Mexico is well written,i keen,
humorous and full Of~1excellept thumbnail sketches 0,f :l\1:exicans who make up a esta crowd. Her style shows gjrowth
in freedom and fluid·ty of- expression since Dancingl Gods
was written.'
.
Fiesta in Mexicoll is ~sp.ec,iall~ a .timely and infoll$ative
book to read this year, both on account of the growin~ number of tourists~who ~re becoming ,Mexico-conscious a~d~ because of the rumors qf an im,pending religious revolt. i Erna
Fergusson shows tha~ Mexico'is a paradox-a countrlv that
is largely in the hanf-craft era, yet one that has leafed to
I

•.

j..

"

.. I

i

j

I

I,

J

;

•
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i
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I
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the advanced experiments in socialized ,education, economic
nationalism and agrarian socialism.
Since fiestas had religious observance as their original
purpose we may trace in Fiesta in Mexico the evolution of
religion there from the bloody Aztec rites to the national
celebrations of today. Four hundred years a&40 Cortez and
his soldiers and priests prohibited the pagan rites, which
included human sacrifice and nature worship' and substituted
the ritual and practices of the church of ltome. In the
chapter entitled ."The Sad Feast of Oaxaca" we see the Mexican government suppressing the outdoor processions in
honor of a patron saint, and attempting to substitute athletic
contests, revived folk dances and dramas and patriotic holidays. Fiesta in Mexico ,pictures this transitional stage and
makes us realize that we are living in an experimental time
when Mexico and Russia are offering an intellectual idelo-.
ogy ,of nationalism in place of the old. faith in intercession
through the saints.
Miss Fergusson says "Maybe these changes a're being
rushed .upon the people too fast. If in' four hundred years
they have not quite outgro\vn their pre-Cortesian faiths,
how can they change again in so short a time and forget
their Catholic saints? Mexicans do not move so fast." ..
But Mexico, once considered changeless, has changed
rapidly during the past twenty-five years. Fifty years from
now hi~torians may note the results of contemporary experiments in the changed pattern of Mexican fiestas and consequently Mexican life.
"
Santa Fe.

0

RUTH LAUGHLIN.

When Old Trails Were New, The Story of Taos-Blanch C. Grant- .
The Press of the Pioneers, 1934-$3.00.

The storY of Taos has been waiting' to be writte~.
Stories have been lived in Taos and written there, but the
story of the place itself has been waiting the. proper
biographer. That person has been found. Blanche Grant'§
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When Old Trails Were New might' be called the Ebcyclopedia of Taos, for into her story she has put the histob', the
romance, the economics,. the psychology,. the symbol~sm, of
this famed N ew Me~ican plaza. Only one who speaIts with
special righ.t, the riiht of love and learning, for ~ lpcality
and its people, could dare to encompass so much. in ont book.
If there is a want in; the fulfillment of the design, it IS here
-that Miss Grant has joined many threads of intere~t with
some unevenness in the treatment. History, fiction, f~ct, are
a difficult stylistic bl~nd. But Miss Grant never allo1ws the
story to flag in vitality or in interest.'
i
In so rich a IDlrner, special anecd<1es, uniquel charact~s, particular events most worthy o~ note, ~are nJt easy
to select. !
The two ciitizens rhentioned on the dedicatidn
leaf,
.
'q
Kit Carson, greatest American' scout, .and Teresina Bent
Scheurich, Taos piorteer, stand out from the galaxy:in the
book. Here we meet names famous in .the story pf the
Southwest as well as in the story of Taos, names iwhich
blazon careers that are a cross-section' of the life ~f this'
province: the traders-St. Vra~n. and ,the Bents, ~~harl~s
(afterward governor) and WIlham; the trapper~BIlI
Williams, Kit Carson,' and Jim Bridger; the mililtarYKearneY,1 Doniphan,' Emory, Cooke; the. padres--C~tholic
Martinez~ Protestant Whitman; the traveler jour~i8ts
Ruxton and Garrard; the prospector and promoter-F1razier,
Bloomer,l and other~; the femme celepre-Madame jTules;
the artisr and cogjiescenti-Sharp, Philips, Blumen~chein,
Couse, Ltpjan, La~rence, and many others.
:
I
An dppendix holding reprints and translation'ofivaluable soutce material accompanies acknowledgmeJts of
authorities and editorial footnotes, among which oris the
eX~larant .annotation for "solemn scholars" Le., "~m.ithsonian Institute .m e
m"·
!
;
I
Doesn't Miss Grant sum up New MeXico in the
admirable words with which she concludes her book~

.....

I

,

I

I

;

I
I

i
i!
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"The story must end"though much more could be writ-.
ten about our village in its land of dramatic clouds,.· vast
stillness and earthbound home~ Echoing the Past, Taos
grows steadily into a- more modern town and salutes the
Future, knowing full well that its beauty cannot wholly
fade" nor its history ever prove other than its most valuable
· ' ,,')
tal Isman.
T. M. PEARCE.
Albuquerque.
No Quarter Given-Paul Horgan-Harper and Brothers, New York,
1935-$2.50.

\

~

Paul Horgan, of Roswell, who wrote The Fault of
Angels, Harper prize novel for 1933, accom.plished a vein of
high comedy in his first novel.
In No Quu'rter Given, his second novel, issued by Harper and Brothers January 30, he writes high tragedy.
The story of Edmund ~bbey, brilliant and quick-fading
flower of genius, musician and composer, is the story of a
rqanwho could not compromise with life. No quarter was
to be given the artist in him in the everlasting war between
environment and creative n~eds.
In the telling of this story, the young author shows a
deepening insight, a warmer,'human understanding than in
his previous novel. In his analysis, both implied and stated,
of Georgia Abbey, the busy social wife, there is even an
understanding warmth in the judgments of her fluttering
inefficiency and self hypnosis.
.
,J .
Maggie Michaelis, actress who came to Santa Fe ~ recover from an involved heart; becoming the strength flnd
peace necessary for the composer to complete his symphony,
is a woman of reality and beauty. David, the stepson, is
appealing in his young effort :to conform realities to his
ideals.
When Mr. Horgan writes of the gente, he writes with
gentleness and genuine understanding. The story of Concepcion and het family, and of the party given by Maggie
for tfle simple Mexican vieju is warming.
.
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The chapter on th-e Corn Dance at Sapto Domingo is a
strong and authentic emotional description, and' man or
woman who has exp~rienced the death of some one heart..·
close, will feel the. poignant restraipt ~nd heart-breaking
. accuracy of the. homecoming of Maggie and David with
Edmund.
The story is laid chiefly in Santa Fe. . T:uberculosis is
treated in a straightforward way. It is not camouflaged in
pretty words; perh~ps the author has broken the taboo
existent in modern American ~iterature since the time of
O. Henry. .
~
The descriptive passages are among the' finest in modern writing; there is meticulous accuracy of detail combined
with the effect of cumulous particulars upon .the varied
characters in the story.

j

IRENE FISHER.

Albuquerque.
,

Spider Woman-Glaqys Reichard-The Macmillan Company, New
York, 1934-$3.50.

Spider Woman· will hold the inter~st of' scientist and
laYman alike.'
.
.Gladys Reichard went to •.White Sands in the Navajo
country as an ethnologist. The framework of the stQry
of Spider Woman is :based on a stpdy of the craft of Navajo
weaving. The authpr ;,spent many long hours learning the
process of making a) Navajo rug. She learned to set warp,
to weave at the pribritive loom just as the Navajo woman
weaves. And Sp.id~r Woman desc.ribes in exact detail and
with scientific accurflcy, the method or'weaving..
But the study of weaving 'is perhaps but the skeleton of
the book. The core and. life of SPider W O1rULn lies in the
sketches of the intimate life of the Navajo people. Dr.
Reichard has described with understanding their daily life.
. As she learned their crafts, and as she learned their language, she lived as one of the people. She knew their life
\

~
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from day to day in the hogan. It touched her 0'Yn life
deeply. She saw the desert country and the strange, alien
race through sympathetic' eyes. She saw a:nd understood
the intimate connection between the daily life of the Navajos and their religion'~
She saw the desert country
,
and the strange, alien race through sympathetic eyes. She
saw and understood the intimate connection betweep the
daily life of the Navajos and their religion. She saw how
the life of the Indian is integrated. Through the pattern of
their weaving, Miss Reichard found the pattern of their
lives.·
Of notable interest are Dr. Reichard's descriptions of
chants which the medicine men use to cure the sick. She
attended these curative ceremonies, and experienced for herself, at first hand, these fascinating rites.' She also expez;ienced the sand paintings,· which form' an integral part ,f
some chants, and, always relating back to the framework of
her book, weaving, she tells how the sand paintings are
sometimes used for rug patterns.
The book is cleverly designed, as a rug. patt~rn is designed. It is woven like creative and structural threads on
a loom. The author has made a valuable contribution to the
esthetic and ethnological literature of the Southwest.
(

>

DOROTHY HOGNER.

Croton-on-Hudson, New Yprk.
Trigge1-nometry; A Gallery of Gunfighters-Eugene CunninghamI . Press of the Pioneers. New York, 1934-$3.75.

A title with a smile is given to Eugene Cunningham's
new book, a smile to those who labored over the suggested
phase of mathematics and almost longed for a trigger. Risibles relax, however, qUiCklyt:enOUgh when one reads the v,olume, for it is full of darK Qght, yellow red flashes and the
ominous sound of falling odies, short whispers and the
beating thud of hQOfs dying in the silence of desert hills.
,
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..
Gunfighters, a whole gallery of them, are presented
and apologies or l:ialf vindications are made at the end of
pra¢tically every chapter, so that one feels that the author
really meant to nominate his chosen pistolmen for a sort of
Hall of Fame. This comes as a shock, for truly' thes~ men
of a past long gone were just murderers! Careful reading
shows that a great admiration of "twinkling" hands of marvel9us speed and.,of fearless daring, foolhardy or otherwise,
was the basis of the spirit lying back of the author's many
years of painstaking
research.
.
..
Among the men who scorned the law from 1860 to 1900, .
men with "thumbs a-quivering" on pistol hammers, itching
feet steady for the moment beCause the' owners were "just'
wantin' to kill," was first grim Bill Longley, he of the huge
body and deadly skill" with a six-shooter. Tpen comes~the
man, hated by Longley, Wesley Hardin, "his rival in the
Smoky Seventies for top-honors at gun-slinging." Hardin,
who "looked too completely the inexperienced 'youngster of
good family," could kill relentlessly and was the terror of
Abilene, cowtown of the long-horn trail days and rendezvous
·of wild men. His gun was; for. very truth, "chain.:.lightnin'
and claps of thunder." So was that used by Ben Thompson, "the square-jawed, thickset
. Wizard of the Pistol."
..."Later, Billy the Kid's 'tun roared in :ruthless ·crime.
. . To such men, the author quite fairly attributes courage,
loyalty, and good humor, but seems to forget that:)psychologically, those traits often belong to and are purposely cultivated by criminal minds. To sYmpathize with killers because of this cleverness of theirs or to belittle and well nigh
to forgive them on the plea of th.eir being "products of the
times" might .lead to forgetting the quick, forceful men who
were' the very backbone of every western community as it
grew law-conscious and from whom .gunmen fled.
Mr. Cunningham, however, has not forgotten. He
glories in the steady nerve of "Billy" Breakenridge and his .
,account of the deeds of this ,one-tiJIl~ deputy of Tombstone f
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keeps the reader forging ahead i~ the book of many thrills.
UnswerviJlgly standing for the law was Breakenridge, as
brilliant a shot as the men with the "icy eyes." But there
was the other type, part criminal, part officer, like "Wild
Bill" Hickok, of whom the author writes, "The actual Hickok
has been all too often l~t,in the haze of myth and legeI1d"a statement any historian is glad to note. One enjoys the
explosions in that chapter on the marshall who once strutted
along the streets of Hays. Later, one nods with approval
again ·at the condemnation of the Apache campaigns in the Southwest of which "no white American has reason to be
proud."
"
f
The ~whol~ 'book revives the old query-which"is
stro~lger in life, heredity or environm~nt? Here the latter
crowds hard to the fore, yet, when the reading
is done, who
.
does not turn back to that impelling picture of Billy the
Kid's mother, ,. wom~n with st!angJ1'eadable eyes?
.

•

Taos.

~

•

BLANCHE

C. GRANT.

.,

Chant of the Night-C. Kuipers-Zondervan Publishing Company,
Grand Rapids, 1934-$1.25.
~

Chant of the Night is the second novel by C. Kuipers
to be published in 1934. The first, Deep Snow, dealing with
the pueblo of Zuni and the life of a group of American missionaries there, was published last Spring. .The second
novel, the scene of which is also Zuni, appears this winter.'
Its plot, too, is the conflict and harmony in the home of the
Ashiwi between the Jesus-road and the Zuni-road. In this
second book, the reader feels again the culture roots of this
most vivid of the PueblO tribes, roots which grip not only
the present Middle Place of the World, shadowed by Toa
Yallone, the holy mou~tain, but sink nurture-drawing veins
into the time and thought wozpbs of a long past, from which
the passing of the·~easons calls legendary influences in mask
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and daI!ce to portray _forces good and evjl, behavior right
and wrong, food for blessing and curse.
_The thread of narrative this time is nqt so dramatic as
/' the climax of Deep Snow, when Koshe, ~uni boy, battled
. snow drifts and cold carrying typhoid serum to Chin Lee,
; where She-with-the-MeIlow-Voice was isolated with her ill .
and' feeble old grandmother. Quieter episodes are the struggle between physician apd witch-doctor to save a Zuni child,
the visit up Toa Yallone to the sacred shrine of the Ancients,
the theft of jewelry fr<\m th~ mission and t~e injurious
suspicions of the innocent, convert and pagan alike. But
just as engrossing as before are the descriptions of Zuni
ceremonies-the Rain Dance and the Stick Raee, the faithful record of Zuni temperament in the old convert Tumaka,
, and the young pupi'I, Ametoian, who came near the martyr's path. on the Jesus-road.
,
Mr.. Kuipers successfully writes a good-ostory and an
intelligent interpretation of Zuni life and thought in spite
~f the restrictions which are Imposed by the missionary
point, of view.
,T. M. PEARCE.

Albuquerque.
i

<l!

The St01"Y of the Sp~nish Missions of the Middle Southw~st-Frank
C. Lockwood-Fine Arts Press, Santa Ana, California, 1934$4.00.
•
" .

This companion book to the autl),or'sWith Padre Kino
on the Trail is the most attractive and authoritative guide to
the famous Kino Chain of Missions in Arizona and Sonora,
Mexico, which has been published. With Padre Kino on the'
Trail (University of Arizona publication, January, -1934)
dealt with the part~played by Padre Eusebio Francisco Kino,.
chain of missions in the
Spanish pioneer, in building
Southwest in. the late Seventeenth and early Eighteenth
Centuries. The present book, after briefly tracing the life
of Father Kino, is' a detailed description of each of the
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twenty-five sites where missions were built, and where, in
some cases, churches are still .standing.
Lockwood has spent more than ten years in the preparation of this and its cOIl1lpanion book, both in literary
research, and in travel. He has visited the sites of all '
most of which are in Mexico; a few' in
missions in the chain,
•
Arizona. At all but three sites, he found churches or ruins.
Eleven of the churches are still in u~e as such, having been
restored by the Franciscans" in the early Nineteenth Century. In best condition of all was the San Xavier del Bac
Mission, only nine miles from the city of Tucson.
Described in the book are the geographical location of
each mission site, the early history of each site, and important events which have taken place there since the time of
the construction. It is arranged as a circuit in itinerary
form, so that the reader may, if he wishes, make the trip
himself.
Thirty beautiful full-page plates, some from photographs, others from old drawings or etchings, illustrate
i(
the book.
ROBERT E. WILSON.
Tucson, Arizona.
I
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Mexican Cookboolv-Erna
N. M., 1934-$1.50.

~ergusson-The

Rydal Press, Santa Fe,

.

The adventurous temperament disclOses itself in a va"
riety of ways. To those 'who are adventurers of the palate
one would recommend their gustatory wayfaring lead them
to visit this hundred islands of gourmand delight, "Mexican
Cookbook."
When variety of food was limited to what was raiseg in
New Mexico, when equipment was at its simplest, and when
everything was done in the }(imgest and hardes~ possible way,
these recipes call}.e into existence.
They are,' however, designed for use in the most up-todate kitchen, and although the old, time cooks from whom
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Miss Ferguss6n obtained these recipes would scorn any use
of easier methods,' the results are said to be satisfYing to the
discriminating palate~
.
The old days belpnged to the period when there were
many hands to do th~ work, when time ambled instead of
. racing toward the horizon, and when meals were serious
occasions. Diets were unheard of, and arrwr was the only
legitimate excuse fdr lack of ap·petite.
It is interesting tp see how Miss Fergusson has- created
the flavor of these early days with an occasional phrase or
word or direction in' the recipes. The imagination, too, is
stimulated by the rust-colored designs in the l1bok done by
Valentine Vidaurreta, Mexican·· artist. The final, practical
touch is that the orange cloth binding of the book is washable; thus use and beauty combine in a manner satisfactot:y
to both.
IRENE FISHER.

Albuquerque.
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"Poetry
.

is the breath and finer spirit of all knowledge,"
wrote William Wordsworth in 179g. In America
at that time only the Amerind chant held the
poetic song which was to rise on this continent
Many voice£} is the harmony of our poetry today.
11). Ma:i THE QUARTERLY will print a special poetry
number.
Among the contributors will be:
Omar Barker, Witter Bynner, Ina Sizer Cassidy,
Alice Corbin, Irene Fisher, John Gould Fletcher,
Carey Holbrook,Siddie Joe Johnson, Norman,
Macleod, Elinor Lennen, J. B. MontgomeryMcGovern, Eugenia Pope Poole,' Harvena Conrad
Richter, George St. Clair, Maud Uschold. Also
stories and book reviews will be included;
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Mail subscriptions to THE QUARTERLY to the
University Press, Albuquerque, N. M. One dollar
the year.
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